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Not exactly your CJV
I 0 I lecture, but hundreds turned out for
"The Art of Kissing"
lecture and demonstration Tuesday.

:
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The Murray State soccer team lost to
Middle Tennessee State University
2-1 on Saturday.
·
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wo Murray State t.e good at it," Odum said. "1 while he steers and brakes the
students
have love dancing with her."
chair, weaving their separate
demonstrated
Cerebral palsy may be movements into one dance.
''I can ~pin her, and she has
how skill, a caused by several factors,
wheelchair. the including lack of oxygen to even taught me to lead."
willingness to take a chance the brain or other brain trauma Odum said.
and the desire to dance the during birth. Symptoms can
Sometimes when dancing.
merengue can break down include decreased muscle con- Odum said he will feel himbarriers for those wanting to trol: sight, hearing and speech self sliding down and losing
experience the joy of ballroom problems: and mental retarda- his sitting position in the
. tion. There is no cure for the chair, but he and Diamond
dancing.
Helene Diamond, senior disorder, and it cannot be developed a way to remedy
from Los Angeles. had been inherited.
the problem without interruptseeking a dance partner in
Odum, who can sometimes ing their performance.
Murray since transferring be seen using his strong arms
"We had to figure out a way
from the University of South- to wheel his chair up the grade to get her to dance away from
ern California one year ago. in front of Murray State's me while I adjusted my posiShe was a member of the USC Curris Center, said he does tion in the chair;• Odum said.
Ballroom and Latin Dance not have the same type of
The solution involves
Team. and she wanted to con- symptoms as others with cere- Odum spinning Diamond
tinue her ballroom-dancing bral palsy.
slowly to let her know of his
"The cerebral palsy only need to adjust. Diamond then
skills in Murray.
Ballroom dancing consists affected my legs," Odum said. dances away from Odum for a
of routines such as the rumba.
Diamond said Odum is a few measures, dancing her
cha-cha. bolero, samba and
mambo. The dances ure based
on Latin rhythms and require '' lf I could teach disabled people to dance, then
n partner.
I think I would fulfill my Life's purpose."
Diamond hns studied dance
since the nge of 2 nnd ballHELENE DIAMOND
room dancing exclusively
Senior from Los Angeles
since her freshman year of
college.
"I remember d<mcing with wonderful student and part- way back to him when he is
my father when I was a girl," ner, and there was no awk- prepared.
"We both have rhythm and
Diamond said.
wardness when they started
timing," Odum said. "We
Diamond had diflkulty dancing together.
locating a partner in Murray
"I took his hands. and we have a good feel for the music,
and decided to ask a close started dancing," Diamond and we were able to work
friend to team with her. The said.
something out.'1
invitation, however, was to a
They have been dance partOne of their favorite dances
is the merengue, which means
man who uses a wheelchair ners for one year.
bc:cau:;c o£.cerebrnl p~lsy
1'1iis was 'SOmething l "mixing .it up," said Diarno!ld,
Granger Odum. sophomore never thought would happen," who dances with Odum at th~
rrom Marion. Ill., who has Odum said. ''It's a neat feel- Woodmen of the World buildneeded a wheelch:ur most of ing, dancing with her."
ing in Murray.
The merengue is a dance of
his life, was enthusiastic and
Diamond said Odum's
agreed to team with lJinmond. music background has been Dominican origin that became
'Iltey first became acquainted helpful in his study of ball- popular throughout Latin
when he was a disc jc,ckey at a room dancing because of his America and the rest of the
world during the 1940s and
S1tlsa dance class Diamond sense of rhythm.
was leaching.
·
"He is open-minded and '50s.
Their appreciation for Latin open to new styles," Diamond
After dancing together, Dinmusic and dance wns a factor said.
mood and Odum decided they
When they dance, their were ready to perform in front
that forged their fnemhhip
and ~et them toward the reali- hands provide momentum to of other dancers at the Woodty of becoming dance part- glide across the dance noor. men building.
"We danced the rumba, chaners.
Diamond leans over or dances
" I never thought we would around Odum's wheelchair cha and swing,'' Odum said.

es1re
a nee
by Tim Siniard
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Karri Wurth/Tf1e News

Helene Diamond, senior from Los Angeles, and Granger Odum, sophomore
from Marion, Ill., have been ballroom dancing together fol' a year.

··we did a couple of things
dwt they could not believe.
"We were both nervou~. but
the crowd liked what they
saw."
Diamond said she is planning to design a wheelchair
with hrakes that can he controlled with the feet instead of
the hands. She added that the
most difficult part of learning
to dance with Odum was
learning to maneuver her
moves without hitting the part
of the whet-lchair where
Odum's feet rest. Diamond
also said she has designed a
dress that will not snag on
Odum's wheelchair, making
the tluid movements required
for ballroom dancing easier.
Diamond said she is very
pleased with Odum's progress
as a dance partner, and they
have plans to compete at a
Inter time.
"I am not aware of any mles
against it," Diamond said.
Diamond said her partnership with Odum has been
rewarding, and she can envision herself teaching dance as
a career.
''If I could teach disabled
people to dance, then I think I
would fulfill my life's purpose," she said.
In addition to his dancing
and college studies. Odum is
involved with the Murray
State University Chorale and
the Presbyterian branch of
Ministry Open To All. He said
he has a hectit: sch~~dule. and
the dancing gives him and
Diamond a break from work
and study.
Of their partnership, Diamond
saicl
opportunity
kno...:ked on the door. and she
and Odum opened it.
"He makes me feel free, and
I feel more passionate abou£
dancing when I am with
Granger."' Diamond said. "My
greatest pa~sion b my ballroom dancing. 1 am not only
his teacher, but also his student."

Department equity issues Regents recognize Greeks
concern administration
•

by Adam L Mathis
staff writer

by Taylor Marie Ewing
assistant news ediwr

Although a disparity between the
salaries of faculty memben. of various
discipline:. is a national issue. it is a
primary concc:m among Murray State
faculty and adrninistmtion.
Acconling to a comparison by
Associate Provost Sandra Flynn, in
the 2001-02 academic year, the Col-

lege of Bw•iness ami Public Affair:.
had the highest averuge salary at
$78,413. Full professors in the College of Fine Ans and Humanities had
the lowest salary nvemge at $58,805.
University President King Alexander satd salary discrepan~:tes have
always been a part of 'tht: American
~ystern of higher education for several
rea:.ons.
"One (rea~on b) market opponuni-

Three Murray State Greek societies are being honored for receiving awards placing them as top
chapters in the nation.
Lambda Chi Alpha, Alpha Sigma
Alpha and Alpha Sigma Phi will be
honored by the Board of Regents
for receiving national awards recognizing them as top chapters in
their respective societies.
"'I think the Board is always
wonting to recognize outstanding
student accomplishments, out-

ties for faculty." Alexander said.
••rwo is philanthropy; genen•lly. market-based disciplines have greater
access to market-ba~ money and
graduateS with greater resources. And
three. the ~pedal treatment that private universities received from federal government ... augmenting their
expenditure grmvth over public um·

see EQUITY I J4

standing student-group accomplishments, whether that be academic accomplishments or whether it
be athletic accomplishments,'' Don
Robertson, vice president of Student Affairs, said.
Lambda Chi received the Grand
High Alpha award. an annual
award that a chapter can only
receive once every three years. said
Joe Hedges, Lambda Chi faculty
adviser.
"I think that to get recognized
nationally, with as many chapters
as Lambda Chi has across the country, is a great honor," Hedges said.

To receive the award. Lambda
Chi had to be recommended by a
national representative for four
years: maintain a high GPA and
phi Ia nth ropy: and participate in
other activities, said Jon King.
Lambda Chi president.
..Of course, we are very honored
to receive an award. a national
award especially: that's a very difficult award to receive," King said.
ASA received the Crov.n of
Excellence · award for "exemplifying'' the goals of the sorority. Alison

see HONORS I I 4

Sit-in protest held to combat lack of coverage
by Adam L Mathis
staff writer
Members of Black Student Council heiJ
a sit·in protest Wedne~day in ..rhc .1\turray
State News" office.
Approximately 30 representattves from
BSC arrived at 8 p.m. Wednesday to fom1
a line of communication with "'The Murmy State News;· saiJ Kyra McDonald,
Black Student Council vice president.
"'The main reason the sit-in was conducted was to address the concern that we,
the Black Student Council, have nn this
campus," McDonald said.
BSC members want more positive
reponing from the newspaper regarding
Aliican-Americans. said McDonald.
"'There are a lm uf things on campus
with the African-Americans that an: never
addressed," McDonald said
Joe Hedge,, newspaper adviser. said
news storie.' arc not printed based on their
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positive or neg:uive aspect!>.
"I don't think that \\C. as journalists see
l'>tories as positive or negative, but as nev.s
litories," Hwges -;aid.
Candace Jeffries, nsc president. l>Uid
she was conccTed the Angelita Turner
case received more anention than other
cases. such as the anthrax incident nnd
bomb threat.
News '>torics, such as the Angelita Tum·
er case. are selected l(lr publication based
on several f.~ctors. induding timeliness
;md proximity. said Marci Owen. news
editor.
"People who lhc in Murray know firstdegree murder trials are, fonunately, lew
and far between," Owen said. ·'If we were
not to put it on the frunt page. we would be
one. of the few urea new~papers not to do
McDonaiJ also said tl1e BSC was concerned over lnck of research on the part of
reporters, citing that in a previous bsue. an
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incorrect title was published for an
African-1\ merican student.
"I think that fact~ should be in the paper,
and the only way you can really lind that
out is by doing resean:h," McDonald ~aid.
Mistakes :;inular to these, while not
appreciated. may occasionally occur
because of the work emironment, and surveys are sent to wurce~ to improve nccurncy, Hedges said.
"We're a learning environment, so these
students ure learning their cruft,'' I ledge!>
said. "I don' t think that means we are not
lk11ng our rescatlh.''
Jeffrie~ !>aid another concern wa.' laek of
reponing by ...ille Murray State Nev.!>" on
minority activuies.
The BSC conducted the s.it-in in order ti.l
mise awareness of minority fun...:tion'i both
at the ncw!>paper and throughout the campu~. said Jennifer Miles. BSC parliamentarian.
"We conducted thts sit-in as a council to

rl?H ....._.
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voice the opinions of the minority on campus and to bring a positive change to the
newspaper." Miles said.
Loree Stark. editor in chief, said effon~
are being made to increase awareness of
events.
'We also really hope that the implementation of the beat system will help out
with that," Stark said.
The beat sy~tem send.' designated newspaper employee.-; to group functions in
order to gather information for possible
stories.
Jeffries said that she considered the sitm a success.
Hedges said that while he was disappointed the newspaper had not made
enough progress in the BSC members'
eyes, some benelits did come from the
incident.
Said Hedge~: "Wt; were able to share
v.ith the Mudent!> (BSC members) how we
gaLher the news."
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Karri Wurth!The News

Members of the Black Student Council talk with "The
Murray State News,. editor in chief Loree Stark and
news editor Marci Owen during Wednesrlay's sit-in.
Black Student Council President Candice Jeflries said
she considers tbe sit-in a success.
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Governor Patton takes himself
out of political arena, senate race

Officials to hold funeral
for abandoned newborn

Drug agents find pot
on Southern Illinois land

U.S. C·130s, troops
land in Ivory Coast

FRANKFORT (AP) - Gov. Paul Patton
said Tuesday he will take himself out of the
political arena, possibly including his own
aspirations for a U.S. Senate campaign, for
the "foreseeable future."
Patton declined to expand on his answer
and rule out what has long been his aspiration to challenge incumbent Republican Jim
Bunning in 2004.
Mired in the personal and legal fallout
from his affair with Ointon nursing home
owner Tina Conner, Patton said he will concenb'ate on his administration.
Said Patton: ''The foreseeable future is
pretty indefinite," he said.

BRIGHTON, Colo. (AP)
"Baby Boy Doe" will be buried
Friday at Elmwood Cemetery
after a funeral arranged by local
officials.
The abandoned newborn was
found Sept. 11 behind an auto
shop. Police are still trying to
find its parents.
"We have not gotten any
leads," said M,argie Martinez,
spokeswoman. for the Weld
County Sheriff's Office. "We're
still hoping someone will come
forward and supply some lead,
something we can go forward
on."
The Weld County Coroner's
Office is awaiting test results
that could determine the infant's cause of death, said investigator fo1ark Ward. Exposure
and suffocation are among the
possibilities.

COBDEN, ill. (AP) - Drug
agents found 110 marijuana
plants valued at up to $250,000
growing on U.S. Forest Service
land in southern lllinois.
The multi-county Southern
Ulinois Enforcement Group
reported finding the plants in
the rural Cobden area. Some
grew up to 14 feet tall.
The undercover task force
said the contrast between these
plants and most droughtstricken crops in the area indicate 'the marijuana was welltended and watered. No arrests
have been made.

YAMOUSSOUKRO,
Ivory Coast (AP)- U.S. military C-130s and U.S. troops
landed in Ivory Coast on
Wednesday on a rescue
mission fur Americans in
the West African nation's
deadliest-ever uprising.
Two U.S. cargo planes
touched down at 2 p.m. in
Yarnoussoukro,
Ivory
Coast's central capital and
staging area ,for a French
rescue mission earlier
Wednesday to the cut-off,
rebel-held city of Bouake.
American
soldiers
jumped off the planes on
touchdown, securihg the
tarmac as gun-mounted
Hum.vees drove down the
ramps. Armed, uniformed
troops, some in helmets,
then filed down onto the
airstrip in the thickly forested city.

Alcohol contributes to accident
resulting in two stUdent deaths
LEXINGTON (AP) - A student and a visitor who died after they fell from a University of Kentucky dormitory window were
intoxicated, according to the Fayette County
coroner's office.
Matthew Rzepka, 22, of Bowling Green,
had a blood-alcohollevel of 0.22, and Jeffrey
Pfetzer, 19, of Villa Hills in Kenton County,
had a blood-alcohol level of 0.19, Chief
Deputy Coroner Miles White said.
White said the cause of death was blunt
force trauma. But he said, "I'm sure the high
level of alcohol of both of them contributed
to the accident."
Rzepka, a camptlS visitor, and Pfetzer, a
freshman studying business and finance,
were wrestling in the third-floor lounge of
the 23-story Kirwan Tower dorm when they
crashed through a window at 2:13a.m. EDT
May2.

Kentucky young adults make
significant gains in education
FRANKFORT (AP) - Kentucky's younger
adults made significant gains in educational
attainment during the 1990s, according to
census figures released Wednesday.
Kentucky still ranks next to last, leading
only MississippL in the education level of aU
residents 25 and older. But among those 25 to
34 years old, the proportion with at least a
high school education increased to 84.2 percent, up from 79 percent a decade earlier.
That ranked 35th among the states, according to an analysis of data for all 50 states by
the Kentucky State Data Center and the Kentucky Workforce Development Cabinet.

Anti-Catholic remarb lead
to apology from president
NEW YORK (AP) - The president of Columbia University
has apologized for a remark
made during a football game
against Fordham University
that Fordham students said
was anti-Catholic.
Lee Bollinger called his counterpart at Fordham, the Rev.
Joseph O'Hare, on Tuesday to
express regret for the remarks.
The comment, broadcast over
a public address system by a
marching band announcer at
halftime, alluded to the priest
sex scandal and involved a
double entendre about altar
boys.
Students at the Catholic university circulated a petition
demanding an apology after
Saturday's game. The Catholic
League sharply condemned
the comment, as did Columbia 's Roman Catholic chaplain,
who wrote a letter of protest
Tuesday to the university's
administrators.

3

Honolulu police delete
pledge to God from oath
HONOLULU (AP) - Honolulu police recruits being sworn
in as new officers will no
longer recite a reference to God
in their oath.
Police Chief Lee Donohue
announced the change Monday
shortly after the group Hawaii
Citizens for the Separation of
State and Church complained
the oath yiolated state and federal law by including the
words "so help me God."

Arts and learning center
removes 9-11 exhibit
NEW YORK (AP) - An arts
center has removed a window
display of silhouettes depicting
people who jumped or fell to
their deaths in the World Trade
Center attacks.
The Jamaica Center for Arts&:
Learning in Queens said the artwork, which went up Sept. 11,
was taken down on Tuesday
because of complaints that it
was insensitive.
The display - placed in the
window panes of the center's
nee-Renaissance building - is
the second artwork depicting
falling trade cerit~ victims to be
removed in less than a week in
New York.

Wife denies husband
was tied to terrorism
CAIRO, Egypt (AP) - An
Egyptian immigrant who
killed two people at Los
Angeles International Airport wasn't tied to terrorist
organizations and didn't
apply for asylum in the
United States, his wife said
Wednesday.
Hesham
Mohamed
Hadayet opened fire at
Israel's El Al ticket counter
in July, killing two people
before he was fatally shot
by one of the airline's security guards.
Hadayet's wife, Hala ElAwadly, was responding to
a Wednesday report in the
Los An.,geles Times that
quoted LJ.S. immigration
officials as saying Hadayet
applied for political asylum
in 1992. The report said
Egyptian authorities suspected he was affiliated

with the outlawed Islainic
militant group al-Gamaa alIslamiyya.
El-Awadly said the report
was "baseless."

Attack on Christians
results in seven dead
KARACHI, Pakistan (AP)
Gunmen entered the offices
of a Christian welfare organization in the southern
port city of Karachi on
Wednesday, tied workers to
their chairs and shot each in
the head, officials said. At
least seven people were
killed and another was critically injured.
The shooting was the latest in a string of violent
attacks against Christians
and Westerners, who have
been increasingly targeted
since Pakistani President
Gen. Pervez Musharraf's
decision to crack down on
Islamic extremist groups
and join the U.S. war
against the Taliban and alQaida
in neighboring
Afghanistan.
"Today's incident shows
that the government has
failed to protect us," said
Bishop Victor Mall, head of
the Diocese Church of Pakistan in Multan, an area in
Punjab province that has
spawned a number of militant MtlSlim groups.
"People in our community now feel more insecure,"
he said. "Our people are
being killed."

U.N. tribunal~uests

extradition of suspect
THE HAGUE, Netherlands (AP) - The U.N. b'ibunal warned Croatia
Wednesday that it must
hand over a wartime army
chief indicted for crimes
against humanity or face
action by the war crimes
court.

The tribunal revealed
charges against Gen. Janko
Bobetko, a leading figure of
Croatia's 1991 war, on Friday. He is the highest-ranking Croat accused of war
crimes and was a major figure in the country's independence war.
The tribunal's announcement last week of charges
against Bobetko caused an
uproar in Croatia, where he
and other army figh ters are
revered as national heroes.
On Monday, Prime Minister Ivica Racan said his
government will not extradite Bobetko, even at the
risk of international sanctions.

Palestinian official
criticizes Israeli siege
RAMALLAH, Wes.t Bank
(AP)- Israel's siege of Yasser Arafat's compound has
frozen attempts to restructure the Palestinian Authority, a senior Palestinian official involved in the reform
efforts said Wednesday.
In recent weeks, Arafat's
Fatah movem~t has been
pressing the Palestinian
leader to share power by
naming a prime minister
who would take over the
day-to-day affairs of government.
Arafat's deputy in the
PLO, Mahmoud Abbaswho is Fatah's leading candidate for the job - said
Wednesday that the weeklong Israeli siege of Arafat's
compound has disrupted
reform efforts.
"There is no way to d iscuss such issues while our
presiden t is under such
cruel and unpreceden ted
aggression," Abbas told The
Associated Press.

World Briefly is compiled by
Tim Siniard, staffwriter

The time has come tO

the businesses of Murray,
the departmental &
student organizations of
Murray State Uniyersity
for advertising
with us!

• •
op1n1on

o pinion editor: Severo Avila
phone: 762 ~U68
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No departmental equity
Our View
Issue:
Departmental equity at Murray State.

Should Governor Patton
resign following revelations
of his extramarital affair?

POSITION:
The

gap between

departmental
salaries is too great
to be overlooked.
The University

· "If he is doing his
job, then who
cares where he
shacks up."

Ryan Kirkpatrick

must make

depart-

mental equity a

tain qualified
instructors.

graduate student,
OFs/len, IlL

"Yes, because if
he can't make
ethical decisions
for himself, he
c an't make them
for the country."

In My
Opinion

senior, LOuisville

'•No, he has been
a good governor,
even though he
had an affair."

senior, LouisVIlle

"His ethics reflect
on him as a person, and it's not
a good example
for others."

Krista
Matheny

In My
Opinion

Beau Vaughn

the

murray
~state

nevvs
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"The Murray State News• strives to be the
Uruverstty community's source lor inlorma·
tion.
Our goal is to present that information in
a lair and unbiased manner and also pro·
vide a free and open forum lor expression
and debate.
"The Murray State News" offers a hands·
on learning environment for those students
interested in JOurnalism or other f1elds relat·
lng to the production of a newspaper.
The campus press should be free from
censorship and advance approval of copy;
and, its edttors should bo free to develop
their own edotoriaJ and news policies.
•The Murray State News· is prepared and
edotcd by students and is an official publication of Murray State Umverstty, The first
copy of "The Murray State News" is free .
Additoonal coptes are available for 25 cents
at 1 1 1 Wilson Hall.

Msu·s DEPARTMENTAL
EQU IT.Y

SCALE

We

1

11w swff editorial is the majority
opinion of the editorial board of
"'/he Murray State News. " The
editorial board is composed of
all section editors.

America is going to war again.
Same country, different president,
and quite frankly I'm ashamed to be
an American.
Still in the nedgling stage of his
presidency, Bush has managed to
send into hyperdrive the destruction
of the shaky peace between Iraq and
America. By calling Iraq, Iran,
Nonh Korea, Syria, Cuba and Libya
the "axis of evil," Bush tarnished the
names of the thousands lost a year
ago. They are no innocent victims.
but will be the "cause" of modem
death. Bush not only thrust his
unpolished. naive foot into his own
mouth, but every American citizen's. Nice work. George.
After Sept. I I, we started looking
over our shoulders, positive there
was a democracy-hating terrorist
behind ever bush, ready to jump out
and slit our throats . During the
recent blackout, the first thing on

everyone' s mind I spoke to was
''Terrorists?" Has our prestigious
leader attempted to quell our fean;.
even by stating the obvious fact that
the terrorists we are so afraid of have
small numbers? No, he has fed our
fears, saying that the threat still
looms large and our very freedom is
ar l>take. " I want to send the signal to
our enemy that you have aroused a
compassionate and decent and
mighty nation. and we're going to
hunt you down," President Bush
said in a speech on Sept. 5, 200,2.
Rc<tlly compassionate, Bush ,
especially since it ha:. been recently
discovered that U.S . intelligence
agencies did have warning of the
atwcks on Sept. II and failed the:
American people:. Because of that ,
3,000 died; one of every six of those
dead in the World Trade Center
were visitors from other countries.
Terrorists may have attacked us ~

that day. but it was' our own government that failed us. Now it'l> failing
us again with the president whose
attitude toward war is not one of pre·
vcntion and diplomacy. bu~ that of
ar1 egotistic tO-year-old with his fat
finger over the proverbial red button.
The United Nations is holding
Bush at bay by sending inspccton;
back into Iraq, but will it he successful ? We already know Saddant sends
his trucks and moves the evidence
beforehand. but that is nm necessarily the only tac tic that can be
employed. Bu5h wants his war, and
he wants it now. When Sept. II
occurred, I took stock in my American heritage. I wanted t<> wave our
flag high and belt out "The Star
Spangled Banner" at the top of my
lungs. Now, I feel ~hame that more
blood will be spilled in the name of
my country"s freedom.

"I want the students to understand
here why someone would want to
hurt America in the first place. And
it's because your country loves freedom. That's why. We: love freedom," Bush said on Aug. 29 in Little Rock, Ark. If you ask me, death
is the ultimate eradication of freedom. If any of you oppose this war,
ACT! Write your representative.
Sign an anti-war petition. ·~here is
one such petition available at
http:/www . moveon.org/nowar.
which will :>end a copy of the petition to your representative and give
you the opportunity to add personal
comments. It takes five minutes and
does make a difference. Do not stand
idly by and let this happen. Strength
in numbers wins wars and can prevent them.

Krista Marheny is a senior creatil'e
writing major fmnr Faiifield. Ohio.

Students, wake up and smell the elevator

junior, Thcmpsonvlfle. /U,

2609 university station
murray state university
murray, kentucky 42071-3301
e-mail: thenews@ murraystate.edu
fax: 762-3175

ing from $61.000 to $66,000.
If University officials want to
attract bener-qualified instructors to educate the students,
being frugal with salaries is not
th e way to go.
understand there is a more
competitive job market in areas
such as business and technology.
but perhaps making departmental
equity a priority will increase the
competition for all facu lty positions at Murray State, ensuring
the recruitment and retention of
qualified instructors.
By encou raging the salary gap,
University officia ls automatically decrease the likeli hood of getting the best qualified people to
apply for instructor positions.
You get what you pay for.

Students should act against war

Sara Schmitt

Paul Johnson

top

priority in order to
recruit and main-

There is always going to be a
difference
in
departmental
salaries withi n a universitv, as
well as a difference between the
salary average on a national level
and the average here at Murray
State.
However, when the difference
is far g reater than the national
average, something must be
done.
The difference in departmental
salaries is too great to he
ignored.
On average. a full-time professor in the College of Fine Arts
a n d Humani ties at Murray State
earns an annual salary of
$58,205. Compare this to the
annual salary of a full-time professor in the College of Business
and Public Affairs. which is
$78,413. Of course, this large
gap is between the highest-paid
department and the lowest-paid.
However, the other colleges ut
Murray State offer salaries rung-

Standing in front of the metal
doors, I look up at the lighted
numbers above me as they slowly descend lower and lower.
When I hear the tiny ''ding" as
the elevator reaches the ground
floor, I know what I have to do.
1 gather every ounce of my
courage and prepare my nostri Is
for the mixture of sme lls that
lurk within this cramped space. l
like to refer to them as, "the
scents of the shaft."
Some people have a keen sense
of hearing or perfect vision. but
not me. My olfactory system is
the most prominent of my sensory systems . I love to go to expensive department stores and smell

the varying arrays of perfume
that arc so prettily packaged
within colorful bottles of all
shapes and sizes.
I cnj1.1y g'etting in the elevator
early in the morning after everyone has showered, spritzed and
splashetl
themselves
with
colognes und body sprays.
I can take p leasure in the fra·
grance,.; of Cliniqlk Happy and
Cool
Wuter (my
personal
favorite on a man). However.
these flowery aromas do not
compare to the smells, and
sometimes vile odors. found in
elevators all around campus.
There is the unmistakble
stench of sweaty bodies after un

intense workout ut Hart, and
recently the smells of s moke
were found in Eli:~~beth because
of the repetitious cook~ng fires
that have occurred. The scents of
chicken tenders and stale fries
are emitted from Winslow takeout containers and escape into
the enclosed space of 1hc elevator.
And then there is the unspeakable odor. You know the one of
which 1 speak.
It i:. the odor thnt makes you
sorry you even got on the eleva·
tor in the first place and the one
that makes you ernbnrrusscd to
get out of the elevator because
you know everyone will assume

that you were the one who
expelled the fumes that loiter in
the elevator.
This i:s ju:st an account of my
experience with different scents
on elevmors, ranging from delicious fragrances to pungent
whiffs of .. . well, you know.
I hope this story hus made you
th1nk about the little surprises
we encounter throughout daily
life.
These surprbes t.·nn e\t:n be as
small as "the scents of the shaft."

Heather Bryant is a sophomore
print journalism major from
Dover. Tenn.

•your or)iniot1
College life editor careless with
spelling of name in newspaper
To the Editor:
Although I am sure you will be running
a correction in this week's edition of
"The Murray State News;' 1 would like to
comment on Mr. Kyser Lough's article,
"Festival Con Dios returns to town ."
In the article. Mr. Lough misspelled the
name of his one and only source nine
times throughout the piece. Sean Bunn·
away, us he referred to him, is actually
Shawn Dunnaway . Oops! I do not think
that I need to point out that this.was a
major mistake, especially in journalism .
Not only did Mr. Lough misspell Dunnaway's first name, but he managed to
butcher his last name as well. I am sure
U1at Mr. Lough, who has a quite uncommon name himself. has seen his n:1me
printed incorrectly on numerous occa·
sions and would therefore be extremely
careful when citing sources in his storiel- .
I also would expe~t more from him since
he is the editor of the College Life section . I might have more compassion for a
contributing 'Miter.
I wrote for "The Gleaner" newspupcr in
Henderson for four years and "The Mur·
ray Stare News" for two years. Based on
this eltperience, I can say that Mr. Lough
simply blew it.
You have to double- and triple-check
the spellings of names in ne\.\s articles. I
hope this will be a wake-up call to all
writers at "The News ." Watch v.hnt you
are doing!
"The Mum1y State News·· should :strive

to be as profession~ ! as possible, and this
requires avoiding simple· mistakes that
show carelessness on the part of the
writer. In closing, I wish to apologize
for singling out Mr. Kizer Low. He is not
the only writer who has misspelled a
name or two in his day.
Jonathan WatKins
Senior
Henderson

Newspaper fails to represent
African-Americans on campus
To the Editor:
Let 1t be known thm the Block Student Council wi ll be heard and known
on campus this year. There have previous ly been lellers sent by the Black
Student Council, the previous AfricanAmerican student adviser Carni Pierce,
and from the black faculty and staff.
Yet. you still chose to do nothing about
the disrespect of African-Americans in
the newspaper. However. this year we
will not continue to be unheard .
This will be the last letter :.ent. From
now on, action will be pu~hed through,
whether it be a sit-in at the newspaper
office. talking to the prco;ident or even
going to Paducah and discussing it with
the NAACP.
r hope this has caught your :mention.
becau~e we are serious , This has gone
on long enough, and it is time for a
change. But it is your chotec the way
you are going to follow rhmugh on it.
If there are any questions or concerns

please contact Candace Jeffries (president) at 762-3346 or stop by the meet·
ings 6 p.m . Tuesday in the Barkley
room.
Candace Jeffrie~
President
Black Student Council

Instructors' job tenninations
not mentioned in ESL article
To the Editor:
A needed Hddt'ndum to "Financial
difficulties ~!< g ue ESL program" in the
Sept . 20 editior :
A very important point about the
problems the ESL Progrum at MSU is
facing was omitted in this article. The
"expcnl.litures" so casually referred to
that were cut from the ESL Prognun
involved the full -time jobs llf four
teachers, all with master' .s degrees
(three of those l.legrees from the MSU
1'ESOL Program). and two of whom
arc currently working on their doctorate in the Educational Leadership and
Policy in a Global World program at
MSU. Nor to mention this fact in the
article or interview wus a glaring omission and a disservice to those inqructors whmc efforts have ;.Jttmctcd and
retained ESL students on this C<lmpus.
the majority of whom go o n to matriculate at l\1SU as either undergraduate or
grndunte students.
I realize that the ESL progro.~m itself
is semi-independent from the Univer~i 
ty und expected to generate its own rc\'-

cnues to pay its staff. However, the
<.Jucstion here is not about lack of funding: it is about tiscal mismanagement.
Over the last three years. poor decisions hove been made about how and
where money should be spent. To cut
the professional people who provide
the very servir.:e the ESL program exists
for is a misguided attempt to "save" the
program and is ludicrous.
The ESL Program, as of January
2003. will be run solely on adjunct staff
and swdents doing their practice teaching. How many academic programs on
campus are run on part-time staff or
interns? Is this the service we want to
give our international students'! What
does th1~ say about the college's commitment to diversity'!
These and other issues concerning
the Murray State ESL Program need to
be openly discussed .
It 's bad enough to r.:ut the ~:ore out of
u program with an excellent history of
contribution to the college. but what's
even worse is nm to give this fact any
menuo n at all.
David Cignoni
MSU ESL Prognun Instructor

Write to us
"T.Iie Murray State News'' welcomes com-,
mentaries and leners tO lhe editor. Leiters
should be 300 words or fewer and must be
s1gned. Conrrjbutors should include
addresses and phone nwnbers for ~erifica
tion. Please include hometown, classification. title or relationship to the University.
'1ne Murray State News" reserves the right
to edir for style, length and content
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Gone but not forgotten Trivial topics
In My

Opinion

Erika

Jones

hThere is no

explanation.
There seems
to be no cause
for someone
so young and
healthy to be
-.tricken by a
disease so terrible."

To most of you, this week was no different than any other week in the school
year. Maybe you had tests, presentations
or other obligations. You may even have
had a birthday or an anniversary to celebrate. Many of you spent your time with
your friends and/or significant other.
However. lor me, this week holds terrible
significance. Monday marked two
months of living "ithout my fiance and
constant companion of almost six years.
Today marks what should have been his
23rd birthday. Saturday marked what
should have been our second anniversary
of being engaged. However. barely 22
days after he gave me my engagement
ring, he died
He stood 6 feet 2 inches and weighed
only 162 pounds. He wandered around
campus with a preoccupied look on his
face. If you stopped to talk with him, he'd
probably go on and on about his current
re~earch project or me. When he smiled
his whole face lit up like a Christmas tree.
Lf you just saw him walking around campus, you probably never noticed him. He
wa~n't a !>tar athlete, although he enjoyed
softball, basketball, running. horseback
riding and many other activities. He wasn't even an honor student on the dean's
list, although academics were very important to him. He had goals. dreams and
plans. Many of them included me. He
practically lived in Blackburn Science
Building room 346, the microbiology labomtory. As a freshman, he started as a
teaching assistant for botany; as a sophomore, he moved up to a microbiology TA.
His career goals included winning a
Nobel Prize for Molecular Biology, or at
le&t naming some obscure organism
(preferably a virus) after himself or me.
When he wasn't in the labomtory. he was
on the phone talking to me in the Regents

'

his own room. Even with his strength, he
ftnally succumbed in July after another
bout in the hospital with a seizure that left
him comatose for almost 24 hours. Everything was going to be OK. he believed.
He wa~ determined to beat the disease as
he had beat his learning disability and
gained my love - with persistence and
diligence.
How l wish his prediction had come
true, bec<tuse then I wouldn't be siuing
here alone. i wouldn't he writing this article. There is no explanation. There seems
to be no cause for someone so young and
healthy to be stricken by a disease so terrible. I Y<iltched ao; he went fn>m a bril·
liant. scientific mind to being unable to
remember his family members' names. I
watched. as the boy who used to pick me
up anil spin me around just for the fun of
it, couldn't reach a sitting position without considerable help. I watched his oncestrong hands wither with disuse. I
watched the light in his eyes fade until it
finally dimmed with pain. sadness. fear
and resignation. He never told me what he
knew. He was the man made of stonewith no emotion about his struggle. He
protected me from the brutal facts. Even
in this great disappointment, J see how
strong our love was. Love doesn't overcome nil evils - it merely outla-;ts the
evils. Although I have no real regrets, I
\\ish that I hadn't complained so much
when he would pick me up and spin me. I
wish I had rubbed his back. hands and feet
more. I wish we could have married and
slept in the same bed together a~ he gave
up his fight for life. However, rm sure he
still loves me. and I know r still love him.
Nothing will ever change that.

stairwell. His name was (is'?) Brian Francis Greenwell. The reason for that question mark is that he died July 23.
Now, before you think I'm whining or
painting Brian to be a saint, let me explain
some other facts. As I mentioned earlier.
we shared almost six years together. We
vowed to Jove, honor. obey. protect and
cherish one another forever. even though
we never officially got married. I don't,
and never did, think he was absolutely
perfect. He was perfect for me, but he had
his faults. Also, as much as 1 miss him, I
know that he's infinitely better off not
having to suffer any longer. If he had survived, he would have been monified by
the looks of pity people would have given
him. He would have become infuriated
from frustration as his brain function
returned I know I loved him and that he
loved me. Even to the bitter end, I was the
one person he responded to after his
responses became mere grunts or groans
or even just a change in breathing rate.
He was diagnosed with malignant.
metastasized melanoma on Dec. 14,
2001. He had just completed Dr. Duncan's physics final (he worked hard for a
B in that class) when I drove him to the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. That
night, around midnight, a CT scan
revealed four or five "spots" in his hejtd.
He was transported to Paducah's Western
Baptist Hospital by ambulance as I followed tearfully behind, driving his car.
The test results showed the melanoma. I
was crushed, but be bra••ely started asking
scientific questions about his illness and
ways to treat it. However, he began feeling worse. When they tran!>ported him
back to our hometown two hours away,
the doctors looked at him upon arrival ami
gave him three weeks to live. He proved
them wrong and a week later walked into

Erika Jones is tl sl'nior bio11wlecular
engineering major from Owensboro.

KINO PROBLEMS?

Greeks set good example with unity
l.ast Friday wm; my first experience
with the Mr. MSU contest. in which I
had the plea'>urc of accompanying my
fncnd Jonathan Sircy a<; he competed for
the vaunted crm' n I arrived 45 minutes
early and set up my equipment. nnd it
ww; at this time that two quostions came
to me. One, who were all these people
with the weird letters on their shins. and
two. where have they been my entire
college life? You ~ee. I looked around
ond realized that I barely knew a soul in
the auditorium. I had seen a couple in
c.·Lis!'>, and some others I actually hnd
met, hut the mnjority of these students
:tnd I had no prior connection.
Since then, I have finally comprehended the overwhelming impact the
Gn.:d: system has on this institution.
Greek students are involved in every
activity imaginable on campus, from
philanthropic programs and intramural'>
to spectal events such as the Mr. MSU
parcant. If anyone else hasn't noticed,
the) al-.o have "stranglehold on that glo-

rious organization known as the Student
Government Association. In addition,
they seem to win just about everything.
From Mr. and Miss MSU winners to
Homecoming royalty and outstanding
seniors, fraternities and sororities have a
plenitude of representation.
Why. you ask? Does being Greek
make one superior to those who have not
been initiated? No. the answer is simpler
than that. Those in the Oreek community are organized. They actually vote in
the SGA elections and are active in nominating candidates for special honors.
As a whole, they have a presence with
which we can't compete.
Yes. I'm talking about those of us
who. for whatever reason. decided not to
Rush. If this description applies to you,
take comfort in numbers. Although
Greek life seems to pc:rvade everything
about Murray State, be assured that we.
the non-Greeks. represent an overwhelming majority on campus. However. for the most part. we've been a silent

and passive majority.
The purpose of this piece is not to create enmity between the Greek world and
myself, nor is it to create a gap in the student body. Rather, it is to point out two
aspects that tend to be overlooked. One,
I think that those of us not associated
with a fraternity or sorority need to be
more involved in this University.
We need to make our presence known
and become more active in promoting
our own organizations. Second, students
need to realize thnt there nre plenty of
alternatives available for those who do
not wi5h to rush. Myriad clubs nnd programs are in need of good studl·nts to run ,
them. In a fit of extracurricular fancy, I
myself joined four dubs this semester.
So. the next time Rush rolls around,
don't feel bad if you don't receive your
Greek letters. Aflcr all, you're in the
majority.
Charles Taylor is

cJ

senior radioflV

In My

Opinion

Charles ,
Taylor

still iinportant
Howdy, folks. A few weeks ago, I ran into a professor who 1
had not .seen in quite some time. We exchanged greetings and
shook hands, and immediately following this handshake. this
professor said to me, "John. I've been reading your commentaries .... " l immediately played out several possible scenarios in
my mind for the conclusion of this sentence. It wns kinda like
that scene in "High Fidelity" when Tim Robbins walks into John
Cusack's record store, and Cusack imagine~ himself doling out
hostility towards Robbins in three ditTerent scenarios. However,
in my situation, there was no record store, nor were my sccnar·
ios hostile. Oh yeah, it was also like that scene. sans Cusack and
Robbins. Come to think of it. perhaps it really doesn't have
much in common with that scene at all. other than the fact that I
had several scenarios in my head. God, I suck with metapho~.
Anyway, the conclusion of this sentence wa~ far from what I
had imagined it would be. ''John. I've been reading your commentaries ... and quite frankly. I think they suck."
Many people might think that my first reaction would be to
coiJapse to the ground and sob like a four-year-old girl who had
just had her Rainbow Brite doll stolen. With good reason. since
this is what I did when I actually had my Rainbow Brite doll
stolen- and when I was a 4-year-old girl,
No.I reacted with a .simple half-laugh and said. "Well. OK.''
And here's why. This person's opinion was based on the view
that he thought r should write about more serious is-;ues, rather
than the (now-deceased) speed bumps or "Slam Ball." And to be
quite honest, 1am really glad this person said something about
, the quality of suck in my writing. It made me think more about
the other 10 people out there who might think my writings suck.
(OK. folks ... you and I both realize that "10" is perhaps a little
off ... more like 9,000. But in an effort to avoid further crippling
of my plundering self-esteem as a result of years of rejection by
•he "Air' fan club, let's leave it at 10.) It made me think that per~
haps I should clarify why I write about the things I do in this column. I do not have delusions of grandeur. folks. My writings are
mostly aimed at the student body. I fully reali1.e the things I rant
about on a weekly basis pale in comparison to important world,
and even campus. events; 1 dare say this even about my expose
on "Slam Ball." And perhaps I could use this column the journalism god.~ gave to me to write about these events.
But a~ l see it. there is nothing new under the sun that I have
to offer about these topics. I am not going to rcvcill some earth·
shattering evidence that is going to prove that we should or
should not go to war with Iraq. Nor am I going to have anything
to offer in a commentary about the Murray State P..trking Wars,
other than a few cheap jokes here and there. And 1 really don't
have a problem with any particular religion, even that of Jedi.
which many of our friends down under practice when not wor·
shiping Paul Hogan. These are but a few reasons why I avoid
these topics.
Also, how many times have you been conversing with a mend
or classmate, and you bring up something from your childhood,
say - oooohhh. I dunno - a certain game involving shooting
computer ductcs? Have you ever noticed that mo.,t of the time,
the other person will completely change ·ones and say something such as "Oh my god, I loved that game. And what about
'Super Mario Bros. 2·? Do you remember that oneT Following
this, there is a period of bonding, wherein both parties recall the
fun they used to have as kid~.
Maybe this conversing about common childhood experiences
could be applied to important international atTairs. Heck, per·
haps if Saddam said to Bush, "Hey Dubya. let's settle this thing
with a friendly game of 'Duck Hunt.' The only \\Capon of mass
destruction I have is a Nintendo zapper," then war could be
averted. Man, my idea of diplomacy is awesome.
So does all this make sense? I do not write about anything too
serious unless I really feel like I have something to offer to the
argument (or unless I can make a joke out of ill. and I \\rite
about trivial things like '80s cartoons and Nintendo because I
Jove to see the reaction on people's faces when \\e start to talk
about these things - a classmate even had a happy reaction to
Nessie. And perhaps one or two people reading a commentary
about Nintendo might have the same reaction. Getting back to
the individual's "suck'' comment, I recall a phrase, something
along the hnes of "Opinions are like cerebral '-'Ortices ... everyone has one." I can only !lay that, if you are looking for an intelligent commentary on world affair:., 'The National Enquirer"
might be a good place to start. Or even better, consider writing a
commentary about these affcrirs. H~ck. the worst thing that is
going to happen is that somehow I am going to see your letter,
snatch it from the "Letter to the Editor'' box and mark your name
out and use it as my own.
Now. if you will excuse me. my Totino's Party Pina is burning.

On
the
John

"There is

nothing
new under
the sun that
I have to
offer about
these topics.
I'm not
going to
reveal some
earth-shat-

tering evidence that
we should
or should
notguto
war with
Iraq."

Jolm Gibsl)n is a columnist for "17te Mu"ay State News_"

major from Murray.

Writer's search for love ends at Fifteenth & Olive buffet
In My

Opinion

Severo
Avila

uThe soup and
I have an
emotional us
well as a spiri-

tual connection."

-

There comes a point in every man's life when he
muo,;t admit that he is in love. Now is that time for
me. Munay State, I am in love .. with soup. But not
just any soup, no. This is very special soup.
A few months ago my friend Marci Owen introduced me to the cheese-and-potato soup at Fifteenth
& Olive. I vividly recall the introduction. ''Oh, you
have to try the soup, Severo. It'$ wonderful," Marci
said. Now. notice. she didn't use an adjective more
t-ommonly associated with food such as delicious,
delectable or finger-licking. No. Marci chose the
word "wonderful," and that intrigued me.
"How could this be?" I thought. Surely the soup
can't be so good a~ to be described by the eloquent
\1arct Owen as "wonderful." Something had to be
done immediately. I had to lind out what was so
good about this soup that had captivated the taste
buds of the entire newsroom staff.
I dectded to actually go to Fifteenth & Olive and
try the soup. A bold move, you say? Perhaps, but a
necessary one. I felt it my duty to explore every
possible facet of availability of great food on, or
adjacent to, campus. Quizno's not actually being
adjacent to campus, its succulent cl~m chowder
could not be called mto the question, so at the time,
m) favorite food item at Murray State was the magnificent cinnamon roll~ sold at The Sugar Cube.
Donna Cobb creates these sugarcoated wonders.
The woman is a confectionery genius ... but I
digre.,:o..

I made my way to Fifteenth & Olive one blustery
April afternoon. The sun was shining, the birds
were singing and a warm feeling of hope cradled us
all. I stepped into the restaurant and sat down for
lunch. Marci had suggested I get the buffet lunch
since I could then have the allegedly "wonderful"
soup, as well as other items. I did as :-.he said and
approached the buffet table to get my food.
I was immediately overwhelmed by the captiva!·
ing aroma emanating from the soup pot. I ~Jowly
advanced to the pot and peered over its cavernous
edge. The sight that met my eyes was one I will
never forget. Inside the pot. bubbling and simmering, was the famed soup: the soup of lore ... the soup
of legend ... the soup uf rny destiny. There were
spices and flavor:. galore. Chunks of potato swarn
effortlessly through the cre<tmy. cheesy liquid. I
ladled the sweet nectar into my conveniently !--Upplied bowl and returned to my seat to begin the
experience.
The soup was so thick ;md right that my spoon
labored on its path from one ~tde of the ht1\\l to
another. I managed. however, to obtain nn entire
spoonful of the a111brosia and bring it to my quivering lips.
As the soup settled onto my palette, I thought I
would pass out from sheer bliss: The·cnticing flavor:. danced across my tongue as they fought for
attention from my taste buds. I was overwhelmed.
The soup finally made its way down my gullet. and

I leaned back in my chair to recover from the ordeal
and gather my thoughts as several different emotions washed over me.
Marci was right. The soup was indeed "wonder·
ful."
I could only eat soup that day. After such an
experience with the soup. how could r possibly
betmy that relationship by eating other food'? At
first I thought of cheating. perhaps nibbling some
chicken here and biting some vegetables there, but
no! J couiJn 't do that to the precious soup. What we
had that day was special.
I have vbited the soup regularly and
am now fully committed to the cheeseand-potato ~oup at Fifteenth & Olive.
Snme of you probably think I should
be committed to a mental institution
in~tead. but the soup calb me. and it
may call you, too.
Stop by Fifteenth & Oltve and try
the chcesc-and-potatu soup. (I
promise I'm not getting any kickbacks
from thi' anicle.) I guarantee you'll
like the 'uup, but be careful - the soup
j.., a Jealous mistresll and will light
with any other food~ for your complete attention.
I believe that the soup and I have an
emotional. us .,.. ell as a sp1ritual, connection. It's not just a physical rela-

tionship. We have so much in common ..• such as ..
Well, I can't think of anything right at this moment,
but I'm sure there arc many things.
I arn in love, fulks. I have pledged my fidelity to
the chcese-and·potato soup lit Fifteenth & Oli\o·e.
Some people Jon't agree with our relationship- in
fact, some are actually repulsed by it, but I don't
care. You can't help with who, or what. you full in
love. The soup is mine, and I arn the soup's. Food
critics be damned.
Severo A viia is opinion etlitor for "The Murr(ly

State News."
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Students find local shelter from hurricane
byMardOwe n
news edttor

As Hurricane Isidore hit Louisiana
Thursdily morning, three Tulane Univer.-ity students enjoyed the safety of
Murray's light drizzle.
Brad Allbritten, senior from
Atlanta; Bill Fabian, senior from
Westchester, N.Y.; and ]I)C Yowell,
senior from Georgetown, Ill. are temporarily staying with a few Murray
State students while the Tulane campus remains closed becau~;e of the
weather in New Orleans.
Fabian said classes after 2 p.m.
Tuesday were canceled.
"We got an e-mail at noon that
said, 'Classes staning at 2 p.m. will
be canceled, Everyone that's .staying
on campus has to move at 10 a.m.
(Wednesday) to the high·ri'\eS,"'
Fabian said.
The three immediately began to
prepare for the evacuation.

"We have a ground-floor apart·
ment. and we were scrambling to get
out TVs and our computers up to our·
friend's apartment on the second
floor." Yowell .said.
Fabian said because the hurricane
w<~s not predktcd to be catastrophic,
students were not required to •leave
the campus.
"Anyone who can leave they
encourage to get out of town," Fabian
said. "lfyoucan' t leave, what they do
is they take you from all of the differ·
cnt dorms on campus and put you in
the big high-rise dom1 and make you
sleep in the hall. That's what they did
for most people. especially freshmen.
because they don't have cars."
Yowell then tlccided to phone a
friend in Murmy. Lindsay Newlin,
graduate student from Georgetown,
Ill .• to see if he and his roommates
could stay with her.
The campus instantly becnme
chaotic, Yowell said.

"Everyone was scrambling for their
cars," he said.
Yowell said getting out of town
was diflicult, but not much more than
normal.
"I think ir might have been more
due to ru!Sh hour," he said. "Because
they didn't predict it being too severe,
most of the people who live in New
Orleans were just boarding up the
windows and sticking it out."
Fabian said the weather had not
reached u dangerous point by the time
of their departure.
"It was raining pretty hard," he
said. "The wind hadn't picked up at
all. The hurricane was still pretty far
away. It wasn't supposed to really
start until (Thursday) morning,"
Arriving in Murray at 2 a.m:
Wedne~day.
the
temporary
vagabonds \\ere someYthat of a surprise to one of Newlin's roommates.
"I knew they were coming in
around 2 a.m., but I totally forgot

about it this morning," said Jeremy
Kirk. senior from Aloha, Ore. ''I got
up and started turning all of the lights
on. and then I noticed someone sleeping on the porch.''
With cla.-.ses scheduled to resume
Monday, Fabian said they were going
to try enjoying their "hurrication."
Fabian said if the weather gets
worse than predicted, cJao;ses may be
canceled for a longer period of time.
'They haven't told us anything," he
said. "lt all happened really quickly.
They told us (classes will probably
resume) Monday. but there's a hot
line you can call and an emergency
Web site they update information
on."
For now, Yowell said they are
enjoying the weather in Murray.
"It's 90 degrees and muggy down
there." he saiu. ''I'm wearing this
(pointing to a long-sleeved shirt)
because I don't get the chance to wear
it much down there."

Karri Wurth/The News

The Tulane students spend the day with their
Although they were not sure of
their current plans, Fabian !'aid they
were intrigued by the local Chi-

~u rray State

hosts.

nese/Mexicnn buffet
Said Fabian: "I think we can handle
it."

Weeklong events .educate students about sexual assault, rape
by Taylor Marie Ewing
a.o;~istant

news editor

The Women's Center is working to
reduce the risk of sexual assault and
rape on Murray State's campus, as well
as encourage open communication
about sexual activity, through its annual Be Educated about a Sexual-Assault
Free Environment (B.E. S.A.F .E.)
Week Sunday through Oct. 5.
Women' s Center director Jane
Etheridge said the Women's Center
has held B.E. S.A.F.E. Week for the

It's
Wednesday
!ipaghetti !ipecial
1.99

s

past .seven yean; in hopes of better educating the Murray State community
nbout rape and sexual assault.
"Rape and sex assaults are the most
unreported crimes. Not only here, but
acras.' the U.S.." Etheridge said."We
want people to be nware of "'hat constitutes rape and sex a<;sault. Whenever
we talk about rape on campus, they
think about stranger rape. That's not
where rapes are <JCcuring, its with people who know each other.''
In a press release from the Rape Crisis Center in Paducah. Public Relations

and Development Director Anne Bid·
well said de.~pite a nationwide decline
in rape!> and sexual assault~. there has
been a significant increase in the Pur·
cha.'ie Area.
Bidwell said in September. there
were stven rapes in the reg~on. which
includes Livingston, Marshall, Hickman, McCr!lcken. Callowuy, Graves,
Carlisle, Ballard anti Bullet counties.
'The Rape Crish Center has expen·
encetl a dramatic increase in sexual
assault since last year," Bidwell said.
'The Center had an increase of 100

that teaches how not to re~pond with
agression and violence," Etheridge
said. "He teaches people to use these
models to enhance their relationships."
At9: 15 Tuesday evening in the Hat1
Hall lobby. the Women's Center will
present the program "Are You Afraid
of the Dark?" The program will
include a series of monologues by :>Ill·
dents expressing various perspecrives
on rape and sexual assault.
From 5 to 6 p.m. Wednesday in the
Freed Curd Auditorium, there will be a
video presentation anti faculty panel

B~~k.!

Tanning & Storage R e nta l

with Meat Sauce or Marinara Sauce
- -- $ 1 . 9 9 - --

PapliaiS Pizzil75S-m&

entitled 'Rape and sexual a~ault new
perspectives on an age old problem'.
"Aisn, Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity is
giving out white ribbons and encouraging men to comhat violence. particularly againM women," Etheridge said.
"We'll be having white ribbons distributed . throughout that day (Wednesday)."
Thursday, the Women's Center will
hold its "Take Back the Night" pro·
gram, a candlelight march and the
Clothesline Project Exhibit opening
and reception.

NIEON BIEA.C:H

--SPAGHETTI--

DINNER SALAD - $1.19
SOFT DRINK - $0.79
Lunch & Dinner • 11 a.m. · 9 p.m.
970 Chestnut St.
• Murray •

victims, for a total of 500. in 2001."
Etheridge said B.E. S.A.F.E. Week
will feature sewral events, such ru; a
feuturecl speaker, panel discussion,
video • presentation and candlelight
march to promote education about
rape, sexual a<>sault nod sexual activity
in general.
Etheridge said guest speaker Daniel
Caron will present his program ''Original Play" at 7 p.m. Monday in the Curris Center. Caron is a licensed coun·
selor and certified hypnotherapist
"It'~ a very po:;itive, upbeat program
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this week
•friday
•Reception - "Hatch
Show Print" exhibit. 6
p.m., Clara M. Eagle
Fine Arts Gallery
foyer. Free admission.
•Cinema International - "East-West,"
7:30 p.m., Curris
Center Theater. Free
admission.

•saturday
•Sports - Pick-up
basketball, 1 p.m.,
Beshear Gym.
•Cinema International - "East-West,"
7:30 p.m., Curris
Center Theater. Free
admission.

•sunday
•Bible Study - Chi
Alpha, 9:15 a.m.,
Elizabeth
College
back lobby. Rides to
the church of your
choice afterwards.
•Bible Study - University Church of
Christ. 9 a.m.
•Bible Study - Murray Christian Fellowship house, 7 p.m.

•monday
•RCA - Residential
College Association
meeting, 5 p.m., Curris Center Barkley
Room. All are welcome.

:

by Erin Richards

(Left) Lecturer
Michael Christian
commands
the demonstrators to "keep kJss.ing" while be
describes the fundamentals
of
french lOssing to
the audience.

assbtant college life editor
In the Curris Center Ballroom Tuesday, students were
encouraged to make out,
grope and kiss multiple people onstage - all in the name
of education.
"The Art of Kissing'' lecture, led by professional
author and speaker Michael
Christian, returned to Murray
State this year and attracted a
large crowd of eager students.
"Everyone here tonight can
take something home from
this program," began Christian, as he waved a copy of his
book, "The Art of Kissing."
Christian has written four
additional books describing
the fundamentals of kissing
and hugging.
"Everyone can become a
better kisser," Christian said.
"You can even practice right
here, on the person sitting
next to you."
Although Christian continued to push for audience participation, the real action took
place on stage as 12 students,
most of whom had been
paired up less than ·an hour
before show time, demonstrated kisses in a variety of
different styles.
The demonstrators arrived
early for a briefing on their
"routines" in a back room and
practiced puckering up a few
times before taking their

•Workshop
Resume Workshop,
9:30 to 10:30 a.m.,
Oakley Applied Science Building third
floor. Interested students must preregister
by phone at 762-3802.
•CAtJ
Campus
Activities
Board
meeting, 4:30 p.m.,
Curris Center Tennessee Room. All are
welcome.
•Lecture/Exhibition
Don "The Dragon"
Wilson, 6:30 p.m.,
Curris Center Ballroom. Free admission.
•Recital - Faculty
Showcase Recital, 8
p.m., Performing Arts
Hall. Admission: $5
student, $10 adult.

(Bottom) Sophomore Matt Dugan
from Wyatt, Mo.,
and sophomore
Megan Lafollette
from LouisviUe
lock
lips
to
demonstrate
what Christian
calls "the vacuum
kiss." Including
rehearsal and the
show, the demonstrators endured
almost two hours
of smooching.
photos by Jenny
Hahn/The News

seats in front of the audience.
Coordinating
volunteers.
however, was no simple task.
"l thought, when we advertised that we needed volunteers for this show. we were
going to be swamped with

requestc;," said Lare Allen,
Campus Activities Board lecture chair. ''1 only had about
20 girls at first and about
seven guys. We were scrambling for more men at the last
minute, and we had to send
some girls away.''
Christian
said he was
not sur-

I

I
I

t

•wednesday

ACROSS
6
15

16
17
18
19

21

•thursday
•Blood Drive- Blood
Drive, l0 a.m. to 3
p.m., Curris Center
Dance Lounge.
•Workshop
Resume Workshop, 2
· to 3 p.m., Oakley
Applied
Science
Building third floor.
•Fall
Production
"Our Town," 7 p.m.,
Robert E. Johnson
Theatre. $10 adult
admission, $7 faculty
and staff. Students
receive free admission with Racercard.
•Cinema International - 'The Road
Home."' 7:30 p.m.,
Curris Center Theater.

7

'Art of Kissing' attracts crowd

•tuesday

•Blood Drive
Blood Drive, 10 a.m.
to 3 p.m., Curris Center Dance Lounge.
•Workshop
Resume Workshop,
12:30 to 1:30 p.m.,
Oakley Applied Science Building third
floor.
•SGA - Student Government Association
senate meeting, 5
p.m., Curris Center
Barkley Room. All
are welcome.
•Fall
Production
"Our Town," opening
night, 7 p.m., Robert
E. Johnson Theatre.
$10 adult admission,
$7 faculty and staff.
Students receive free
admission with Racercard.

college life editor: Kyser Lough
assistant college life editor. Erin RichaM
phone: 762-4480
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prised at the considerable "Honey, I'm home" skit that other over chairs and
interest among females and produced hoots and hollers writhing on the noor together
noted that women composed from the audience.
during certain parts of the
over half the audience.
"He comes home and kisses show.
Women are generally more you on the cheek, when you
"My mouth is so sore, and
intrigued by the title of the reaUy want to be kissed on we totally wrecked the car,"
.s how than men, he said. your neck.'' narrated Christ- laughed Andrews as she
Kristen Shepard, freshman ian as the women sat and pre- referred to a skit where the
from Wildwood, Mo.. was tended to daydream while women were ~opposed to
one of them.
their "significant others" start kissing their partners
"I heard about this about a stood behind their chairs and while the men pretended to
month ago, and it sounded kissed them.
drive a car. Ricks blamed
like it would be fun ... and a
"If only he kissed like Joe Andrews for more than just
little raunchy," Shepard said. used to- but wait, he is Joe the "accident."
''My boyfriend said l didn't SWITCH!" yelled Christian
"At one point, she was
need help kissing, but I w~nl as all the men took a step to totally sucking my lip down
the right and began passion- her throat," Ricks said jokcd to go anyway."
ingly.
According to the stutistic.s Christian gathered
Ricks' antics caught
" People ask me how I got inter- the attention of Christthrough thousand~ of
surveys for his books, ested in kissing. I was born with iap. who said he had to
ce,tain-lcisse!>al:.o appeal a mouth! I'm interested!"
restrain the outgoing
more to women than
demonstrator from causmen .
For
example,
ing too much of a scene.
MICHAEL CAIN
Christian said he often
women prefer a neck
Author und Lecturer
kiss 10 times more than
has to modify his presentation in order to avoid
men.
Christian presented the ately kissing the woman sit- offending audience members
in more conservative schools
audience with other gender- ting in the next chair.
specific statistics as \\'ell. For
" I did this same skit once at such as Murray State.
instance, 67 percent of men a university in Florida, not
"I was blessed with a group
don't mind if a woman wears knowing that two of the vol- of very fun volunteers,"
lipstick prior to a kiss. and unteers (not paired up) on Christian said. "But I did
two-thirds of women don't stage were related," Christian have to tone down Josh
like kissing a man with beard said. "When I told them to (Ricks) a little. If I had let
switch, I was yelling at this him do everything he wanted
stubole.
Soon, however, the spot- brother and sister, saying, to, I would have gotten
light switched from statistics 'Kiss her neck! Kiss her fired."
projected on a ~creen to the neck!' The audience knew all
Material that borders on
about it - they were laughing offensive might be exactly
on-stage volunteers.
'
After a few swigs of pre- hysterically."
what Murray State students
show mouthwa~h and an
Demonstrator Josh Ricks, want, however; audience
application of Carmcx (nil sophomore from Henderson. attendance was more than
provided by the Student Gov- and his partner Macy twice ns high as when Christernment Association), the Andrews, junior from Lex- ian presented his lecture in
demonstrators were ready to ington. said they enjoyed Mason Hall two years ago.
act out tht! rehearsed fan- making up their own show to
To accommodate the large
crowd, Allen said SGA worktasies, which included situa- please the audience.
tions such as a male dentist
Ricks and Andrews ucted ers had to drag in around 200
examining hts female client's out every kiss and scenario extra chairs and open the
mouth (first profcs~ionally. with exaggerated movements Curris Center Ballroom to
then pa~~ionately) and a that included nipping each full capacity.
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this vveek
• music

Show"
4. Nelly - " Nellyville"
5. Toby Keith - " Unleashed"
Source: Associated Press

• movies
1. Barbershop
Starring Ice Cube
2. The Bangcr ~isters
Starring Susan Sarandon and
Goldie Hawn
3. Big Fat Greek Wedding
Starring Joey Fatone
4. Ballistic: Ecks v. Sever
Starring Antonio Banderas
5. The Four Feathers
Starring Heath Ledger
Source: Associated Press

1. Alice Sebold - "The
Lovely Bones"

2. Janet Evanovich - "FuU
House"

3. Stephen King and Peter
Straub - "Black House''
4. Thomas Friedman
" Longitudes & Attitudes"
5. David Baldacci - "Last
Man Standing"
Source: Associated Press

• website
~ww.soyouwanna.com

T his site provides in-depth
tutoriaJs on how to do aJmost
anything. From odd activities
to everyday tasks, the site thoroughly explains how to get a
sex change, pay off a student
loan, speak with an Irish accent
or even backpack through
Europe.
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Students to meet real 'Dragon'
by Michael Driver

1. Dixie Chicks - " Home''
2. Avril Lavigne -"Let's Go"
3. Eminem - "The Eminem

the murray state news

staff writer
DOn "The Dragon" Wilson will give a free lecture
and exhibition ;lt the Cunis Center Ballroom Tuesday from 6:30 to 8:30p.m.
'The lecture will focus on Wilson's training to
become a kick-boxing,champion and breaking into
the movie industry, Tung Dinh, owner of Dinh's
Mania! Arts America. said.
"We think it is something the students will enjoy,
but also the community,'' Jeanie Morgan, student
activities coordinator. said.
Wilson has won 14 martial-ans titles during his
28-year career. Uis two most recent were won after
a 10-year retirement. putting his record at 7 I wins, 5
losses and 2 draws.
Wilson entered retirement from kick boxing so he
could make movies full-time, a career move that
was initially questioned by his peers.
"When he wa.'l kick-boxing champion and he said
he wa:; going to California to become a movie star,
everyone laughed at him," Dinh said.
Chuck Norris, a long-time friend of Wilson's,
encouraged him to break into the movies.
Wilson has now made 24 movies and co-produced 20 of those since his motion-picture career
begnn in 1989. Some more notable appearances
include roles as a gang leader in "Batman Forever"
and sparring partner in "Say Anything..." Wilson
also starred in the ''Bioodfist" movies.
His movies may not be blockbusters or cost a lot
of money to produce, but they make a profit. something that many other larger-budget films fail to do,
Dinh said.
Dinh, who arranged for Wilson to come to his

liN "II( Oldtll• WltSDII
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Don 'The Dragon" Wilson's eight ••Blood·
fist~ films highlight his kick-boxing skills.
martial-arts school. offered the opportunity to have
Wilson speak on campus, Morgan said.
Wilson realized early in his acting career that
there was much to making movies. from agents to
resume.-;, Dinh said. Wilson now speaks about such
topics so Others do not have to go through the trouble he did.

- - - - - - - - - - - - I CD

Review

Some student~ do not know how to send a resume
or get a photograph just right for application, but
Wilson may be helpful with thC!ie things, Dinh said.
"We're offering some things (students) wouldn't
normally get to do," Morgan said. "We try to bring
different things."
After his lecture, Wilson will give a kick-boxing
exhibition. Student~ at Dinh's martial-ans school
will hold the pad~ for Wilson.
'
.
"He reminds me of George Foreman," Dinh said
of Wilson's ability to succeed in the professional
fighting industry for so long. "l·le's a \;cry smart
fighter. He's very skilled."
The lecture is not just for those who are already
interested in kick boxing or martial arts. however.
"I think that everyboJy nerds to e;(perience dif·
ferent things," Morgan said, "I like to be aware of
(different things). I like to know something about
them .... It gives you an appreciation."
Wilson's stops at Murray .State and Oinh's school
will not be his only ones while he is in Murray.
"We plan for him to visit the local school system
to talk about awareness, stay away fmm dn1gs. those
kinds of things," Diuh saki. "(It is an) outstanding
presentation. and he gets people involved,"
Both students nnd community are welcome to
attend the session.
The S&udent Government Association and Campus Activities Board, whil'h are sponsoring the Curris Center lecture. nre hoping for a good turnout,
Morgan said.
"I'm sure thnt he will gear (his lecture) towards
University students und the younger children." Morgan said. ''You don't have to go out and sign up for
kick·boxing lessons, but expose your~elf to it.
Broaden your horimns."

1- - - - - - - - - - - -

Listeners will not idolize Clarkson's first release
by Stephen Adams
contributing writer
Fact: Kelly Clarkson won "American fdol." Myth: Winning "American
Idol" secured Clarkson a good songwriter.
Every Tuesday this summer, many
viewers watched ''American Idol."
The show, which was a hit in England before being transported to the
United States, found a happy medium
between reaHty television and performing arts.
•
ft seemed like the perfect plan: Whittle hundreds, if not thousands. of vocal
auditions down to 30 contestants and let
the general public decide the winner.
Besides, it wiJI be buying the compact
discs, ri~Z.ht?
But it was not even the contestants
who created most of the conflicts. The

show's three judges. Randy Jackson,
Paula Abdul and Simon Cowell, created more drama than a really bad high·
school cast party.
The show's only drawback was iL'l
two inept hosts. Seriously. who putS a
prime-time blockbuster television show
in the hands of the TNN "Ultimate
Revenger'' host and a man with the la.~t
name of DunkIeman?
But overall, the ~how was captivating, entertaining and, while sometimes
corny, proved to be both a ratings boost
for Fox and a great 'topic at the water
cooler.
Unfortunately. Clarkson's two new
tracks. released only a few weeks after
the final episode of ..American Idol,"
possess none of these traits.
,.
This does not mean Clarkson is with·
out talent She needs good. s1100g song~
she can belt. A note to the songwriters:

The
Murray
State News
is looking to
train individuals
for the
following
positions:

·Advertising Manager
·Ad Production Ma.nager
·Business Manager
for the 2003 school year
Apply today at The Murray State News
1st floor Wilson Hall

Kelly is n beltcr. Plea-;e give her a song
that will show off that ability.
Her voice is strooger than most of
today's popular musicians. She make~
Britncy S~ and Christina Aguilera
sound like overpriced chipmunks.
But. sometimes the son!!s are written
so poorly -or are so fonnu laic - that
even Clarkson·~ strong vocal trainin!!
cannot overcome the bad lyrics.
"BefOre Your l..nvc" needs to be
sung by a smitten 15-ycar.old. If Amer·
ica hears one more sappy love song
such as this one, every citizen may get
sick from the sugary. syrupy bubblegum pop charts.
"A Moment Like 1 his" doesn't
exactly leave a great taste~n the mouth.
eitherr The song screams "American
Idol 2 Theme Song" and sounds like a
Diane Warren liomage to pop mus1c.
Listen to it once. Maybe it is your

thing. Some people .still listen to the
Backstreet Boys Fven if it is horrible.
the CD can make nn OK coaster.
Clarkson should pmbably be per·
forming on Broadway. where lyricists
at·tually write songs with feeling. Then
again. we should not be too <tuick to put
pop stars on Bmadway stage::.~ Simple
Joey f.'utone of 'N Sync is currently
playing the complex role of Marl< m
"Rent."
"Disappointment'' is the. word thm
comes to mind when thmktng uf this
CD. There was a lot Qf positive buildup
with a great summer television show,
but then it came crashing down.
TI1e American public should feel
.sorry for Clarkson. We voted her to win
a n.-cnrmng contract, but little did we
know it would be this conlining.

Grade: C-

road trit)
So you crammed all week,
took that last test and collapsed in a ti red heap in you r
dorm room. Don't let your
weekend suffer. All you need
is semi-reliable transportaLion. gas rnoney and the sheer,
unadu lterated will to have a
good time ...

• around town
Murray - Get a chance to see the
'80s movie "The Breakfast
Club" tonight at 10. The movie will
be shown in the Curris Center ·n~e
ater. Admission is free to the public.
clas~ic

• 1 hour drive
Paducah - Catch the up-and-com-

ing band Jag stnr as it plays tonight
at the Big Kahuna. Jag star is best
known for its single. "Mouth,"
which comes from its latest album
"Crazy Place." For show time nnd
other intormalion, phone the Big
Kahunn at (270) 575-0038.

8

2 hour drive

Carbondale - Pink, the singer
behind luts such ns "Get the Party
Started" and ''Don't Let Me Get
Me.'' will be performing wmorrow
night lit the SJU Arena. The show
starts at 8 p.m.. and 1ickets are
$29.50. Tickets can be ordered
online at tickeunaster.com or hy
phone at (618) 453-5341.

• 3 hour drive
Memphis- Music1an Willie Nelson
has been around !'ora long time, and
tonight he'll be appearing at the
Desoto Countv Civic Center with
spe\!ial guest L-eftover Salmon. The
show begins ;u ~ p.m., mtd ticket
prices rnnge from $22.50 to $35.
Tickets ~an be ordered online at
ticket rnaster.com or by phone at
(901) 525- 1515.
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'()ur Town' opens theater season
by lauren Drake
contributing writer
A dedicated group of Mum1y State students
are poised to present a unique ponmit of Amer-

ican life this week.
The Murray State depanmcnt of theatre and
dunce will begin perfom1anccs of "Our Town,"
the Pulitzer Prize-winning play by Thornton
Wilder, Wednesday evening at 7 p.m. A play
about living life to its fullest, "Our Town" is an
American Classic and to date, the most·producC(l play in the country. TI1c 1-how wiU run
until Oct. 6.
Rehearsals have been ongoing, and cast
members said they arc both anxious and weUprepared to run the show.
Eric Helton, junior from Mallin, Tenn.,
plays the role of Simon Stimson, the town
drunk.
"I wao; kind of casted last·minute when
someone dropped the role," Helton said. " I was
pan of the crew, but I stepped in to fill the role.
Overall, the crew and cast has lx'Cn wonderful,
and the ~t.aff h~ been great."
Assic;tant stage manager Tabitha Kent.
sophomore from Murray. agreed with Helton.

"The cast hao; been awesome this year," Kent
said. "'They have worked so hard nnd put so
much eflon into making this a wonderful
show. I rcully can't wait to see the final product
and the result of all of their hard work,"
Kent also said :;he enjoyed working with the
crew.
••rhcy arc serious about whai they arc doing,
and I have u feeling that our u~oming performances will be great," Kent said.
Lissa Graham-Schneider, ''Our Town"
director and Murray State as~istam pmfessor,
said lhe show "tcachc!i the audience about the
imponance of not iaking life for gmntcd."
An imponant theme throughout "Our Town"
is the need to live life to the fullest, Graham·
Schneider said she tcccntly went through an
experience that taught her that very les'son,
For some tune, Graham-Schneider's fathl'r
had battled a very rare form of cancer. In the
United Stutes. only ~0 cru;es of the rare cancer
have been reponed, nearly all of them terminal.
But Graham-Schneider's father was diagnosed
before the cancer had spread.
"We were really lucky that they found dad's
cancer when they did." Graham-Schneider
said. "All of the ca-;es we had heard about were

:-UJiU

fatal. He has been one of lhe few successful
c.ases."
As her father was recovering. GrahamSchneider said she was dealt another difficult
hl(>W when her mother had a 1.troke. She decided that "Our Town" would he :111 appropriate
play to perfom1 during the dlllicult time in her
life. With the approval of Dnvid Balthrop, chair
of the theatre dcpar1ment, Graham-Schneider
decided to dedicale the production of "Our
Town" to both of her parcnL~.
''This play is very imPQilnnt to Lissa, e.<ipecially since her parents nrc corning down to
watch it;' said ~istant to the director Kelly
Frymire. senior from l..ouisvillc. 'There have
been a lot of beautiful things happ<:ning on
stage, and there has been such a good altitude
thmvghout the entire ca~t und crew. 1 am
plcascll to say that I have ht·cn a pan of this
production:·
Pcrform;mccs will hc:gin ut 7 p.m., Wednesday through Saturday, at the Robcn E. Johnson
'Jbeatre. Tile Sunday n~ttincc will start I'll 2:30
p.m.
Admission is free for Murr.ty Stnte SIUdcnts
News
with a valid Racercard, $7 fur University fac- George Gibbs, pln)'·cd by Jacob York, sophomore from Benton, griC\'CS for his
ulty and staff, and $10 for the gcueral public.
deceased wife, Emily Webb, playt>d by sophomore Nicole La ngan from Marion.
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• An AVEDA Concept Salon

COLLECTABLES • QUILTED KEEPERS BAGS 6. PURSES
• BOYDS BEARS • CLAIRE BURKE FRAGRANCES
• PLUSH ANIMALS • PERSONALIZED STATIONARY
' • SPORTS AND SORORITY ITEMS • CAMILLE BECKMAN
• LEANIN TREE GREETING CARDS • DECORATIVE FLAGS
1nd so much more.

"Plus ScrapbooklnQ Classes & Crops"
416 Main Street • 7~)-0859 • email: wlldrasp@murray-ky.net
I I

LAMKIN

ATTORNEY AT LAW

• Massage Therapy
• Body Treatments
• Facials • Sugaring
• Manicures &
Pedicures

"GIFT & SCRAPBOOK PATCH"

A.

304 NORTH 4TH STREET
MURRAY, KY 42071

1311 johnson Blvd .
Murray
www.theessentialdayspa.com
767-0760
E-mail us: essentialspa@hotmail.com

l\ ~~~
~

~

ltttp:/ /lamkinlaw.com

1

~r;~r~~~

Q

c.:;

~

HOME: (270) 435-4635

OFFICE: (270) 735·1737
FAX: (270) 759·4625

:ralarnkin@lamkinlaw.com

I

Live Blues Band Lightnin' & Lew Sat. Sept. 28 at 2:30 p.m.

I t ' s Ba..c:k.!
We dDeSday
!ipaghetti §pedal
S1.99

-

-SPAGHETTI - with Meat Sauce or Martnara Sauce

- - $1 . 99 -

-

DINNER SALAD - $1.19
Lunch &Dinner - II a.m. • 9 p.m.
SOFT DRINK - $0.79
970 Chestnut St.
• Murray •

PagliaiS Pizza

753-2975

Cab

753 _8926 .

TERRAPIN STATION

Mon-Sat

120 south 12th st.

1o-6

11e1-11r centerJ Murr•v

'S2.oo---lfEVfOR-OS-ED____fi"!"'1
Off .

.

Items

:

COMPACT
DISC
~~~~~::d:
---------------------------------------------~~~!~~J
ANY

Nana's Place

Get tbe slats on:

Close t o Campus at
804 Coldwater Road
7S9-2S:t4

_

...

-NCAA football, NCAA Basketball

J~

NFL,

Be>b

~ILB,

& ~BA

-r1-

PL.try ~c::a r ,

K·.s

.,-E': ~~ ~S«2«2

~:

NFL, Big Screen, Beer Specials
Tuesday: Beer Specials
Wcdnesdox: Beer Specials
Thursday: lad1e's Nife, Karaoke, Beer Specials
Erl®¥: Karaoke
Soturdox: Live Bands
~: Free Pool & NFL package

753-TAXI
24 Hour Service

T h e Sou th's f tnest R tbs, Ftsh & Ch rckenl

www.thenews.org

Men &Women
- Watch Monday l\light Football
on t:he big •creen TV
-Appetizer !ipeclals••• S3.g5
- S 1 • 75 Longnecks

• VIEDNIE~D&W~·
-College l\llght••• g p.m.- 1 i! a.m.
SS cover- Si! off with M!iU ID
- Dance Floor

Express Cuts.
Hi Lights, Color,
Penns, and
Eyebrow Waxes.

"Home of the special Bean Roll"

Mexican Food · Deli sandwiches
cajun specials · salads · soups · BBQ
- - -- Under 21 Welcome in Dining room.---

*New Customer Special!•
1 Month Unlimited
$ 29.95

- S 1 • 75 Long necks

• IHIJII~DAW~•

· i! 1 and over -

SS cover · Under i! 1 - S 1 0 cover

Bar Specials
Mon. • Margarita Specials

Daily Specials

ooe•

~

TUes. - Beer Specials

Dart Tournament
Wed. - Well Specials

Thurs. • Live Music

Advertise \Vith TheMurrar. State News.'

TANNING OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK!

Special Price Lunch Menu

- D.J

- Karaoke Night: & Ladle!i l\ll.ght
- 53 cover•••Ladles i! 1 & over FREE
- S 1.75
necks
·Tin Canyon - !iept. i! 7t:h & i!Bth
- - -- g p.m. - 1 i! a.m.

Hair Open
Mon . - Sat.

White Chili

AND WE

Tortilla soup

HAVE .•.
HEALTHY
TAN. THE

~

Peel & Eat Shrimp
seafood Gumbo

~ jambalaya

~

Crawfish Etouffee
~ Red Beans & Rice

October 3rd: Blue Mother Tupelo
Must be 21 to stay (or the bandl

Corner of 10th & Arcadia · 759-8866

ALL NEW
AIRBRUSH
TAN!!!

sports t.-d.itor: Chris jung
assistant sports editor: Amanda lee
phone: 762-4468
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Staff writers Volleyball swept by Martin
retract initial
NFL preview
by Chris j ung
sports editor

To 'The Murray State News,"
On behalf of myself and fellow
staff writer Nicholas Baus, I would
like to apologi1.c about the Aug. 30
NFL preview published in ''The
News.'' This is slighLly embarrassing. but it seems like the previews
were delivered incomplete and with
a horde of typos that make Vin
Diesel's overabun<.lance of X -chromosomes look like. the number of
nations supponmg us against Iraq.
Somehow, a combination of our
heavy cla<>s loads and inability to
read have caust'<.l this mistake to
elude us for weeks.
The dreadful realization of those
typos only carne to light this p~t
weekend when. by some act of God.
your own assistant sports editor
Amanda Lee (aka "football goddess") managed to pick the winner
of every NFL game in week three.
That's 14-0, folks. Someone should
definitely give her a cookie.
However, while I'm waiting for
lieU to freeze over, brimstone to fall
from the sky and monkeys to fly up
my butt, I would like to take this
opportunity to clear up the mistakes
Nick and I let slip by in our
appraisal ol the then-forthcoming
2002-03 NFL sca~on. I nope these
mhtakes have not unduly affected
the stature of your newspaper.

Sports Talk f~~~ pri~
retractions
of our earlier
statements.
I ' I I

start with
Nick's picks
in the AFC.
The title of
the original
article was
"Steelers
ready co take
A F C . "
SETH
What Nick
meant
to
COMBS
write was.
nfortunatcly, "Steelers
my own NFC ready to take
constant
prevtew was beatings
not immune to because
Kordell
the typo bug Stewart
circulating sucks." Nick
through
our apologizes
for this misapartment that take and he
warm August promises to
makeitupto
night."
you by not
writing
a
comrnentary as sucky as this one.
Nick also accidentally wrote this
sentence: "The New England Patriots ),hould be average enough to fini\h second in this division. but I will
eat my hal if they return to the
Surx:r Bowl." His intention was to
write, ''The New England Patriots
arc second 10 none in this division,
and I will tip my cap when they
return to the Super Bowl." The two
sentences arc so strikingly similar
that it's eac;y to see how Nick made
such a mistake, ~o I'm sure you'll
forgive him accordingly and allow
him to keep his job.
Later in the article Nick wrote,
"The Tennessee Titans should
rebound from an off year to compete for this division's title." Somehow Nick left out a couple of
words. What he meant to say was.
"The Tcnnc...sce Titans should
rebound from an off year to suck
just<~ little bit less than they did la~t
season. No way they'll be competing for this division's title.''
Oops' Makes a big difference,
doesn't it?
Moving along, Nick also mentioned that "the San Diego Charger.;
arc at lcaM one or two years from
being taken seriously." I djstinctly
remember him telling me on Aug.

··u

Men's Football
Standings

29 that he thought ''the San Diego
Chargers are at least one or two
years from being taken seriously
only if you're ignomnt of everything even remotely relating to football and have the hand-eye coordination of '"The News" commentary
writer John Gibson."
With all apologies to "The News"
(and to John Gibson), I respectfully
reqoo.'t on the behalf of Nicholas
Batts that these changes be printed
as soon as possible.
Unfortunately. my own NFC preview was not immune to the typo
bug circulating tllrough our apartment that warm August night I
accidentally mentioned that "Head
Coach Steve Spurrier and Defensive Coordinator Marvin Lewis
have turned the Washington Redskins into a potential wrecking crew
on both sides of the ball." My notes
very clearly stated that "Head
Coach Steve Spurrier and Defensive Coordinator Marvin Lewis
have turned the wa...hington Redskins into a potential car wreck on
every conceivable side of the ball."
I don't know what happened in the
transfer between my noles and the
computer, but it obviously gave the
readers the wrong impression concerning my views of the Washlngton team.
Also in regard to the Redskins, I
rnentioned that "a strong divisional
showing ... could reward the 'Skins
with a wild-card slot." My eyes
must nave crossed for a moment,
bt.-cause I meant to say that "the
impossibility of a strong divisional
showing should reward the 'Skins
with a wild chance on the slot
machines come January."
In regards to the South Division,
I approached it as ''.simple to evaluate" and "the most atrocious division to grace the NFL this season."
I even mentioned that "the brightest
sight for Falcons fans is, at its worst,
Atlanta will not be comparc1ble to
the ineptitude of the squads in New
Orleans and Carolina." I very obviously meant to write that this will be
the best division in football, boasting two undefeated teams by week
three. I fault the readers in this
instance. If they couldn't read
between the lines enough to figure
out wnat I meant., it isn't my fault.
I also mentioned that "Jeff Garcia
and company will make a run at the
St. Louis Rams. but fall short."
Once again, 1 forgot to finish my
sentence. I meant "Jeff Garcia and
company will make a run at the
Rams, but fall short of achieving the
title of having the largest number of
insanely ugly goblin-like wives, but
will finish ahead of the Rams in the
standings."
In light of all these ridiculous
typos. allow me to bask in the glory
of not screwing up the paragraph
containing my pick for NFC champion. the Philadelphia Eagles. I
know Nick somehow wrote "Steelers" when he obviously meant
"Patriots," but how about some forgiveness here'! Sometimes sentences get muddled and wonls get
jumbled up and twisted around.
Sometimes people just forget to fini!th sentences or add in key words
like the ever-important verb. Sometimes you just have to forgive horrible, glaring typos like the ones corrected above.
Once again we are extremely
sony for damaging the credibility of
'7he Murray State News," and we
hope any misunderstandings our
errors might have caused your readers will be fixed by printing this
lengthy retractjon.
Sincerely.
Seth Combs
Seth Combs is a very apologetic
swjJ writer for "The Murray State
Nf'IIIS. "

Coming off eight consecutive matches on the road,
the Murray State volleyball
team (1-8. 0-3 Ohio Valley
Conference) kicked off its
three-game home stretch
Tuesday with a 3·0 loss to
Tennessee-Martin.
Nearly
300
people
looked on at Racer Arena
as the Racers played the
conference-leading Skyhawks close in the first and
third games. coming close
to an upset on several occasions.
"We have a lot of communication problems going
on," Head Coach Dave
Schwepker said. "But
we're going to have to
overcome it if we want to
win."
MSU was led by senior
outside hitter Lindy Northcutt, who had a match-high
20 kills, and freshman outside hitter Paige Sun, who
had J 5 kills and 18 digs.
Northcutt, who earned a
spot on the American Volleyball Coaches Association 30-Dig Club against
Eastern Kentucky, collected six digs in the match.
The Racers led throughout most of the tirst game
and at one point had a 2519 advantage. An error on
an attack by freshman setter
Nikki Wong, however,
opened the door for UTMartin, which went on a 92 run, tying the score at 2727. Martin would go on to
win the ftrSt game 32-30.
Game lWO featured more
of the communication

problems to wh.ich Schwepker referred. MSU had as
many errors as kills during
the second game and never
took a single lead.
"We had really bad service in game two,"
Schwepker said. "We made
the mistake of serving to
their best passer. and they
simply ran whatever they
wanted to do."
Following the intermission, the Racers returned to

dra Ersel had seven assists
and nine digs, and echoed
her coach's message following the loss.
"We' re coming off a lot
of injuries," Ersel said.
"But communication is still
the biggest thmg for our
team, along wilh serving
tough."
MSU now has two days
off before bad.:-to-bad;
conference matches . The
first is tonight at 7 at Racer

the floor with more enthusiasm in game three and got
all the way down to game
point with a 29-27 lead.
MSU would surrender a
service ace to Martin's
Lindsey Vicknair, and a
block error by senior outside hitter Sara Schmitt
brought Martin right back.
The Skyhawks went on to
win the game 31-29, completing the match sweep.
Sophomore setter Casan-

.._....nois Unixersity on Sept, 14, left the
game in the second quarter with a
sprained ankle. Blanchard ran 95
The Murray State football team ( 1- yards off seven carries for Murray
2) fell just short of a victory at illinois State.
ISU retwned for a fJtld goal. but
State on Saturday night ac; ISU defeated the Racers 24-23 after a missed the Racers countered on the next possession with a 52-yard field goal by
two-point-conversion attempt.
The Racers tnliled ISU by only one Andrus, his career best
The Racers. went into the setand
point late in the fourth quarter after
senior wide receiver Man.'Us Christon half with a 10-3 lead over ISU,
scored a touchdown on a 9-yard pass extending that lead in the third quarter
from junior quarte.tback Stewart Chil- as senior tailback Mario Riley scored
dress. The touchdown came after a on a 3-yard run. The touchdown,
67-yard offensive effort by the Rac- made with l l:l2left in the third quarers, bringing them back from a 24-17 ter, pushed the Racers to a hefty 17-3
lead.
deficit.
"We've got to team to finish a
The Racers had the victory wen
within range, choosing to attempt the game when we have control," Pantwo-point conversion for the win nunzio said. "Hopefully, we'll learn
instead of trying to tie the game with a from this and become a better football
field goal. Unfortunately, Murray team."
State was unable to convert as senior
Murray State was unable to contain
running back Gamer Byers was tack- a rally by ISU; the Redbirds S(.'<lred 14
led just short of the goal line.
point~ in only two minutes to tie the
Murray State Head Coach Joe Pan- game. The Redbirds gained a firstnunzio said the Racers had to make lime lead against Murray State with a
some big decisions, including the 2-yard touchdown run in the fourth
choice to go for the two-point conver- quarter, leaving just under four minutes for the Racers to make a comesion.
"I wouldn't change any of my deci- back.
"'This is a tough loss, but we've got
sions," said Pannunzio. "We had our
opportunities. and we didn't come to bounce back from it and get ready
to play a good Indiana State team,"
through."
The Racers were immediately able Pannunzio said. "I think our guys will
to regain possession of the ball. as be ready."
The Racers will travel to Indiana
senior cornerback Mandrell McGregory recovered an on·side kick by Stale tomorrow for another nonconference game at I:05 p.m. Murrc1y
junior kicker Shane Andrus.
Murray State's offense only had a State will probably nave to play withchance at one play in iL'i final J>O!-SCS· out help from Blanchard, whose playsion. and a pass from Childress was ing Slat\JS for Saturday is questionable.
"They have a great quarterback
intercepted with only 17 seconds to
who we'Linave a lot of trouble conplay.
"I was proud of our effon , .. but we taining," Pannunzio said. "Julian
just didn't make the plays to win the Reese can really throw it, and he' II be
the most exciting quarterback we play
game,'' Pannunzio said.
From kickoff, the Racers were able thi.'> year."
Murray State is looking for a win at
to establish a lead. as senior tailback
Billy Blanchard scored on a 70-yard Indiana State to lead the team into the
run in the first quarter. Blanchard, urx:oming conference schedule.
"A win at Indiana State would give
who was named Ohio Valley Conference Otfen..siv~ Player of the Week for us a lot of momentum," Pannunzio
his pcrfonnance against Southern llli- said. ''This is a big game for us."

by Amanda Lee

assi.~nt

sports editor

Intramural Softball
Standings

Margaret Harper/ file News

Murray State junior l,IUifer Cuyler Hedley chips at Miller f'JOifCourse on
Wednesday tooowing her 20th-place finish at the Louisville Cardinal Cup.

Hedley continues strong play as
women's golf plays Cardinal Cup
staff report
Defending Ohto Valley Conference Women's Golfer of the Year
Cuyler Hedley has continued her
solid play .so far this season, finishing in a tic for 20th thi~ WCl'k in the
Louisville Cardinal Cup by shooting
84-76·76-236. Placing 20th in the
81-golfer field, Hedley, UJUnior, has
finished in the top-20 in two of the
Racers' three tournaments so far this
season, finishing 12th in the Lady
Highlam.ler.
The Racers tinishcd I I th in the 14team tournament, whkh was played
ntthc Cardinal Club in Simpsonville.
The Uniwrsity of Lolllsvillc, which
hosted the toum:1mcnt, also won the
three-round event. Despite pladng
lith, the defending OVC Champion
Ral'CfS did have lhl' hc~t linish

Intramural Softball
Standings

SEMO
Tennessee· Martin
Eastern Kentucky
Tennessee Tech
Eruitem lllino•s
Murray State
Tennessee State

2-2
2-2
2·2
1-2
1-2
1-2
1-3

ave Overall

Overall
Tcrmrssce Tech
SEMO
Tennessee-Martin
Murray State
f:.astern Illinois
Morehead State
Austin Peay

••• pa· hd aJII!l: _rt _c _a _n _

7·1-1

6·2·0
4-2-0
3·4-0
2-5-1
1-5-0
0-4·2

• •

UT·Martin
Tennessee Tech
Morehead Statc
Eastern Illinois
SEMO
Eastern Kentucky
Austin Peay
Tennessee State
Murray State

• • ,. sene

3-0
1-0

8·3

3-1

6-8
6·8
6·8
2.:S
4-8
6-6
1·8

1-1
1-1
1·3
0-0

O·l
0-3

4·7

Msm
Richmond
Clark
Franklin
Regents
White
Hart
Hester
Elizabeth

2·0
2·0
1·0
0·0
1-2
0-1
0-1
0·1

among the three OVC teams in the
toumnment, placing ahead of Eastern
Kentucky and Austin Pcay.
Sophomore Santie Koch joined
Hedley in the top half of the fieiJ.
sho,>ting 86-78-8(}. 244, good for
35th place. Senior Stephanie Baskcy
narrowly missed the top 40, shooting
88-73-86-24 7 to lin ish tied for 41st.
Sophomore April Steenbergen finished in a tie for 58th by hooting 8780·88- 255. Junior N1kki Ornzine finished 70th, with scores of HH·8490-262.
Senior Kelly Wren and sophomore
Julie HcnnculinishcJ out the scoring
for the Ral·ers. ~hooting thrcc· round
totals of264 and 275. putting them in
71 st and 77th place, respectively.
The Racers return to action Oct. 78 at the Razorback Invitational in
Fayeuevillc, Ark.

Intramural Softball
Standings

Residential College
Overilll

Arena against OVC-rival
J-..:astern Illinois. 'fhe Racers
host SEMO Saturday at 2
p.m.
''We're right there,"
Schwcpker said. "We
decided it's real communication that we've got to get
going. Everybody just has
lo come together."
Ersel agreed.
Said Ersel: "We just have
to find it in ourselves to
keep fighting."

Racers fall short at
goal line, lose 24-23

Women's Volleyball
Standings

Women's Soccer
Standings

Karri Wurth/ The New5
Murray State senior outside hitter Undy Northcutt goes up for one of her three blocks Thesday against TennesseeMartin. 1be Racers, who lost J.O to liT-Martin, are 1-8 and will face conference-riYal Ea.~em Illinois tonight at 7.

Intramural Softball
Standings

Greek Leagues
Women
Hart
Richmond
Regents
Clark
Elizabeth
Hester

~11}'

White

2·0
2·0
2-0
] ·1
1-1
0·2
0-2

Springer

0-2

Alpha Gnmma Delta .JO
Alpha Omicron Pi
2·0
BSU

21

Charley's Angels
Vixt•n<;
Sigma Sigmi.l Sigmil
Alpha Sigma Alpha

1-1
1-2

0·3
0-2

Fraternity
Pi Kappa Alpha
Alpha Sigma Phi
Alpha Tau Omega
Lambda du Alpha
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Sigma Chi
Alpha Gamm.1 Rho
Sigma Pi

2·0

2·0
1-0
1-1
0-0
0-2

0·2
0·2
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Northcutt earns Volleyball
American Coaches honors
Murray State volleyball's
Lindy Northcutt earned her spot
as one of the nation's leaders in
digs when she posted 35 digs at
Eastern Kentucky University on
Scpt.l3.
Senior outside hitter Northcutt
is among a group of only eight
Division I volleyball players to
post 30 or more digs in a single
match. Recognized by the American Volleyball Coaches Associa·
tion, Northcutt is tied for second
just behind Stephanie Keller of
Ball State. Kel,ler posted 36 digs
against Oregon State.
Northcutt was named to the
All-Tournament Team at the
Utah Classic on Aug. 30-31,
where she earned two doubledoubles.

Returning for my second full year as head
coach and having worked with these athletes for at lea"'t one year. I expected much
of my returnees. I am very excited about
our team and the upcorrung year. Our
returnees arc dedicated, skillful. strongminded athletes who will be sure to tum a
few heads in the rowing world. Our novices
are focused, determined atJ1letes who will
be difference-makers on this team, and they
will definitely be ones to watch for when
racing.
Our first race is now under our belt, and
we can refocus and make new changes.
Technically, we performed very well at this
course. These first few weeks of practice,
we have been stressing the importance of a
strong drive, relaxed recovery and a good
body swing. It was obvious on Saturday we
had achieved these goals.
Coming out of this weekend, we have
two new focuses: getting healthy and combinin~ our muscular strength with our solid
techmque. When we master this combination, I feel Murray State will be a dangerous
competitor against other Southern schools.
We have an old quote we use on our
team: "In rowing, as m life, there are competitors and there are Racers. Competitors
know their limits and work towards them.
Racers don't think about limits -just the
race."
I am excited about the commitment these
athletes have made to each other and to our
program. The level of dedication and commitment these athletes have contirmed to
give makes the difference in being competitors and being Racers. We have been
receiving wonderful support from the
school and our administrators, and this, too,
has made a difference in us becoming Racers.
Thank you for all your support.

Soccer falls to MTSU in
fourth-consecutive defeat
. In its last nonconference game
of the season, the women's soccer team fell 2-1 to Middle Tennessee State University on Sunday.
The Racers, now 3-4-0 after
opening the season with threeconsecutive wins, saw big play
from the previously quiet junior
Brooke Royer and senior Abbie
Perez against MTSU. Royer
scored the only goal for the Racers on an assist from Perez, season firsts for both players.
Royer's goal tied the game just
before halftime, and the Racers
maintained aggressiveness and a
strong defensive effort throughout the second half. Stlll, MTSU
was able to gain a point off a
direct kick, putting the team
ahead of Murray State 2-1.
Murray State women's soccer
was rained out last night and
will return home Oct. 13 against
Eastern Illinois at I p.m.

Women's tetii1is finishes
18-6 at Aces·invitational
The women's tennis team post-

DELIVERY

the murray state news
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ed an overall record of 18-6 to top
both Indiana State (14-12) and
host Evansville (2-16) at the Aces
Fall Invitational on Saturday.
Many Murray State players
swept both of their matches at
the event, including junior Melissa Spencer and sophomore jaclyn
Leeper (No. 1 singles), senior
Cheryl Graham (No. 3 singles),
senior Annette Steen (No. 4 singles), seniors Jamie Lee and Jen·
nifer Liles (No. 6 singles) and
Steen and sophomore Jennifer
Ward (No. 2 doubles).
The team wi11 be in action
again tonight at the University of
Tennessee-Chattanooga
Fall
Classic.

ovc Action
Soccer Scans
s.,l. Jf
SEM02

UK1
s.,t20

nv3
APSUO
Ul'l17

. . . . St. I
Colondo4

EIU 1

WrfiM St. 3

........ o
Sept. Z2
Dellver4

The men's cross country team
placed second of nine teams at
the Vanderbilt Commodore Classic on Saturday, while the worn·
en's team was fifth of 11 teams.
The men finished the S-mile
race with 46 points, outrunning
OVC opponents Tennessee Tech,
Tennessee-Martin, Austin Peay
State and Tennessee State. Belmont, with 22 points, was the
only team ahead of the Racers.
Murray State was led by
sophomore Brandon Lancaster,
who finished seventh of 148 run·
ners with a time of 27:15.36.
Close behind were junior Jeremy
Burkeen (27:20.48), sophomore
Tim Bradley (27:22.81) and senior
Ryan Davis (27:25.37), who
placed ninth, 10th and 11th
respectively.
The women's team was 4·1
against OVC opponents with a
fifth-place finish overall. Vanderbilt won the 3.1-mile race with 27
points, while Murray State had
183 points.
The women were led by fresh·
man Heather Vincent, who ran
the course in 20:38.38 to finish
44th of 142 runners. Immediately
behind Vincent was freshman
Megan Walker-Richards, placing
45th with a time of 20:41.55.
Both teams will compete at the
Cardinal Classic in Louisville on

EIU 3
KTSU2
MSU 1

UTM 1
............. 1

Jenny Hahn/The News

Murray State junior forward Kim Moceri advances the ball durIng a recent soccer pracdce. The soccer team, which is 3-4-0 oa
the season, faces Indiana Purdue Fort Wayne Saturday at 1 p.m.

5011111 ....... 2
APSU2
SEM03

Oral Roberts 0
Oct. 5 and again at the Saluki
Invitational on October 12.

...._._licks off fold
season on Mlwaukee River
The women's rowing team battled illness as it kicked off the
season at the Milwaukee River
Challenge on Saturday.
Murray State endured several
crew changes and finished 17th
of 22 teams with a time of
25:25.47. This was the team's
first attempt at the 4.4-mile
course.
Murray State's performance
depended greatly on the efforts
of sophomore coxswain Nicole
Brandt. The other members of
the varsity crew are seniors Jackie Kortz and Sharlene Beckett;
juniors Elizabeth Skees and
Natalie Wendt; sophomores
Rachel Brown, Lensey Edwards

~

and Kristin Slater, and 'freshman
Natalie Heist.

Foalbd Scores

s.,l. ZJ

Fonner Racer drafted by
CBA Champion W'llards
Former Murray State basket·
ball standout Justin Burdine was
drafted by the Continental Basketball Association's Dakota
Wizards on Sept. 17.
Burdine was selected in the
fifth round and was the 40th pick
overall in the 2002 draft. The ·
Dakota Wizards are the defending CBA Champions.
As a Racer, Burdine averaged
10.9 points per game and earned
first-team All-Ohio Valley Con·
ference honors for the 2001-02
season after leading the Racers to
the OVC Championship.

c.......
TSU 14

nv62
Va1....... 10

S11uf•d 41
Ul'l110

EIW22
Flortd• Atlantic 6

. . . . St.24
MSU23

EIU26
........ St.19
SW Mluourt St. 21

SEM021

Sports Briefly is compiled by Anuznda Lee, assistant sports editor.
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The Brothers of Lambda Chi Alpha
would like to congratulate the Associate
class of Fall 2002.
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$1.00 Off Any

Large Sandwich
OR
$.50 Off Any

Small Sandwich

1301 Main Street

*

753-7715
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7t3 south t2th st. . 753-7t tJ

New & Used Items
$1

• Movies
• Computers

&raham &DMQf

$ 100-$600

• Home CD Players $ 291m ~ up
• New Car Stereo

TV's

l

$89iti & up
$2 ~up

• CD's
• Stereos

• Printers

• Dvd's

•Amps

• Jewelry

• Scanners

• Playstatlon games

• Guitars

• Power tools

• Guns

Dorm
Refrigerators
$49 95 & up

$4995 & up

VCR's
$1995 & up

• Playstation 1

~
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• Knives

ii.=~lillin. liPmas

Chris

~up

Microwaves
$2995 & up
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Equity:

Honors:

Quality faculty .candidates lost to salary issues

Three fraternities
get national awards

From Page 1
versities."
College of Humanities and Fine Arts
Dean Sandrd Jordan said although a number of factors are taken into account when
determining a new faculty member's
salary. competition in the job market is
one of the most important.
''There are disciplines where there may
be a shortage of appropriate candidates
available to even interview, or there may
be market competition like businesses
aggressively hiring in that area," JonJan
said. ''When that is the case. we have to
adjust our suluries to even get imo the
game. Fur example. in the fine art'>, typically a gmphic designer will command a
higher entry :.alary than a weaver."
Former Humanities and Fine Arts Dean
Joseph Cartwright said the issue of salary
discrepanciel. was one of his primary
focuses as dean. He said although some
disparity is inevitable, tbe difference at
Murr.ly State is larger than the national
averdge.
"Some differential is a national phc-

nomena, and some differential is marketdrh•en, but that uoesn't explain Y.hy the
differential here is greater than the national differential." Cartwright said. "If there
(was a) 20-pen:ent differential between
what busine~s und humanities people
make nationally. then the differemial here
shoukl only be 20 percent, inst~ld of much
larger."
For in.,tance, the national average for
full, as~ociate and assistant bu~iness
administr.1tion and management professors was recorded in the "Chronicle for
Higher Education 2001-02 Almanac" as
$71.154. The average for a professor in
Murrny State's College of Business and
Public Affairs wa<> $67,697 in 2001-02, or
about 95 percent of the national avcmge.
Nationally, a history professor makes
$56,410 on avemge. At Murr.ty State. a
professor in the College of Humanities and
Fine Arts made $48. 513 in the 2001-02
school year, or about 86 percent of the
national average.
Jordan said one of the main problems

with salary inequity is not the discrepancy
between colleges, but the disparity
between new und seasoned faculty members.
'There are dbcrepancies across the
campus in various categories. For example, in my college, ao; a group, the senior
faculty arc farther away from (the national
averages for comprehensive institutions)
than the new faculty by discipline," Jordan
said. 'The reason for this is complex, but
is due in part to the fact that these ti.Jiks
were hired at a time when :;alaries were
low. There was a large cohort gmup graduating out of ~h.O. progmms at the time.
and their avemge salary increases have not
been as large over time as some other insti·
tutions in the (national) collection pool.''
Cartwright said another reason for the
small disparity between some seasoned
and new taculty members is the system by
which facu lty raises are issued.
''The differential here is growing
because it was built into the historical budget-making process. as salary increas~ are

with

From Page 1
Epperson. ASA adviser.
c;aid.
"I think we (Greek society) reflect a lot of positive
things on campus.'' Epperson ~aid .
Requi-rements for the
award include philanthropy. community relations, maintaining above a
3.0 GPA. alumni support
and other activities. Eppl'r·
son said.
ASPhi received the biannual Grand Senior's President award.
"From a national perspt•ctivc. it's truly an honor
to be recognized by your
national fraternity as the
top chapter in the country," said Mike Young,

po~ible."

.-- -------- ---- .
Sunset Boulevard Music

I

Wednesday
Spaghetti §pedal
S1.99

based on percentages," Cartwright said.
"If you' re making $60,000 a year. 5 percent is a lot more than if you're making
$35-40.lX)() a year. The differential is only
going to grow larger and larger. so tixing
it is going to require more than giving per- ·,
centuge raises."
Jordan said although problems with
salnry equity have existed for many years,
the i~<;ue will notgo unnoticed by admin·
istrotion because it affects every discipline
on campus.
"My role as dean is to keep the issue
alive and to provide as much infonnation
as possible to the administmtion. so they
can study the situation aided by reliable
and accurate data." Jordan said "I believe
that the Board (of Regents). the president
and the provost are k.eenly aware of the
salary inequity problems that exist across
campus and that they will uddress them. I
know thul they are dedicated to attracting
and retaining the most qualified faculty

$1.99 - -

DINNER SALAD- $1.19
Lunch & Dinner - 11 a.m. • 9 p.m.
SOFT DRINK - $0.79

.~:::;!sL Papliaif Pizza

2

753- 97!

of men ... in the fraternity

itself, thut join Alpha
Sigma Phi fraternity."
Requirements for the
award include campus
involvement, brotherhood
development, service philanthropy, ulumni/parent
relations and other guidelines. Young said .
Jim Baurcr. Interfraternity Council adviser, said
the awards reflect well on
Murray State.
Said Bnurer: ''I think
that It (the awards) is a testament not only to the students, but the advisers
who work with those
chapters."

I

,#7 Dixieland Center on Chestnut St.
Hours: Mon-Sat, 10 a.m.-6 p.m.
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ASPhi adviser. " (It) is a
true testament to the type
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Ne1111 C.ife Christian Bookstore
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MSIA Stuaents- ]all Celebration

20% off any 1 full price item in store.

·:
1

:

£imit 1 coupon per customer.
Expires Oct. 15th

1

(bring in coupon)

1

1

I
1
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• 5th and Main • 75} - 1622 • Court Square
• wmru.newlife-bookstore .com •
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MURRAY STATE STUDENTS

753-1554
753-1520

216 N.
15th St.

I

me are proua gou chose HSU.

li.S. Hews dl(Ote. '"it"s one of the South's finest!
From your friends of
The Murray Seventh-day Adventist
Church (comer 15th & Sycamore)
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Each Saturday
Worship Service: 9:00am
Sabbath School: 10: 15am
Mid-week Service: Wed. 6:15pm
I

u~n- c:lcy)

Fri.
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z t/Z miles north of Ole,rtJlnt. HUIY 641 Horth

Happy Hour

Oar van will be in front of White College
to:~o onJunday's

3 p.m.· 6 p.m.

Everyday

to p.m. • midnight

FREE BIBLE FOR THE FIRST 100 STUDENTS
GOD LOVES YOU TOO!

S 1 Domestic Draft
Lunch auEEec
Menu Available

SCOTTS &ROVE BAPTiST CHURCH

75l· 7171 . or

»9-63ZZ

NOW OPEN

MASSEY
CITGO
Touchless Automatic
with Spot-Free Rinse

~

CITGO

Owned and Operated by
Hugh and Sara Massey
OPEN 6 A.M. TO 10 P.M. EVERYDAY

• 5 Self-Serve Bays
• Credit Card Access
on Automatic Washers
• Quality Above All
''Your Car:\· Gonna Love Ya! ''

1530 N. 121 By-Pass • Murray
(West of Ryan's)

1417 WEST MAIN

• Hl(kOil'

Ham&lwlll
'1 "l a.m. - 2:30 p_m_
(hee•e
- Cheesy Potato Soup
•(a)Un
- Chicken Fingers
& Pro•olone
- Fresh Salads
(heele
- Pesto Pasta
• Porfc'lbela
- Stuffed Breads
1'1u1hroom
- Desserts and much
more ...

for more information, call

MURRAY
AUTO SPA
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$ 5.9 5
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Sat., Sept. 28th

John Sutton Band
VVed., Oct. 2nd

Karaoke - S2 cover
Thurs., Oct. 3rd

Live jazz - No cover
Fridays & Saturdays
Martha Carson on the Plano

6 p.m.- 9 p.m.
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